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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, August 14, 1979
tierray .Ledger & Times
Our 110th Year me 10Volu01Se Per Cop)
Despite Saying Rate Increase Is Needed
TVA Thinks About Refund
By MATT YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Term. AP) --- Saying
a rate increase is still needed despite a
giant surplus in its power program this
year, the Tennessee Valley Authority is
thinking about refunding $100 million to
its consumers.
-The refund — or credit — would be
the first in the government utility's 46-
year history, officials said Monday.
TVA is required by law to provide
electricity at the lowest possible costs
and is not allowed to make a profit.
But, the officials said, the $100 million
surplus does not alter the need for a
proposed rate hike to be presented to
TVA's board of directors Thursday
when it meets in Nashville.
"Our fuel, labor, interest and other
costs are still rising at a rate of about 13
percent a year," said Paul R. San-
derford, chief of TVA's power financing
staff. "We just evaded a lot of it in 1979
with these good results."
Sanderford said the costs of operating
the $3-billion-a-year power system in
1979 has been about $200 million below
estimates made last February.
The savings, he said, came from a 50-
year record rainfall increasing no-cost
hydroelectric output dramatically and
record results from the Browns Ferry
nuclear plant. Also, TVA's 12 coal-fired
power plants have not experienced the
breakdowns that normally occur, he
said.
"Going into 1980, obviously we have
to make our estimates based on normal
hydro," Sanderford said. "You just
can't expect this trend to continue
month after month."
Sanderford said the size of the needed
rate hike will not be known until late
Wednesday, when officials see July's
financial results. "That's going to put
us on a close time schedule in getting
our recommendation ready for the
board meeting the next day," he said.
Any rate increase or refundcredit
would not be approved until the board's
Aug. 30 meeting in Knoxville. TVA's
last rate increase, 8 percent, was in
July 1978.
Sanderford and other TVA financial
experts were predicting last February
that the agency would finish the fiscal
1979 year ending Sept. 30 with a $59
million deficit.
Based on the gloomy forecast, TVA's
directors raised the rates 6ki percent to
produce another $100 million in
revenues. Beginning April 1, residential
rates were to have jumped from about
$31 to $33 per thousand kilowatthours —




Traveling through the seven Ten-
nessee Valley Authority states will be
the first task of newly elected TVA
board member Bob Clement.
Clement, who held a press conference
this morning at Hornepiace 1850 in the
Land Between The Lakes, said his
immediate plans are to travel for the ,
next 30 to 45 days to meet employees \
and study various TVA facilities
Clement has been working in his new
position for one week
After his visits are complete,
Clement, the former chairman of the
Tennessee Public Service Commission,
said he will begin legisative work on
what he feels needs immediate at-
tention.
A visitor center using solar energy
will be opened Labor Day at LBL,
Clement said. Clement said he is ex-
cited about the possibilities of solar
energy. He added the facility will be
one of few buildings in the nation to use
solar energy as a means of air con-
ditioning.
Clement said coal will be a very
important source of fuel in the near
future. He added that sources of syn-
thetic fuels will be experimented.
Regarding nuclear energy, Clement
said he feels it is a possible alternative.
However, he added that he is concerned
with safety factors, especially the skill
and training of the workers.
Back-To-School
Section Published
Included in today's editiosof The Murray Ledger & Times is a special, 28-
page Back-To-School section.
The section is loaded with information about the beginning of the school
year in the Calloway County School System, the Murray Independent School
System and at Murray State University.
The section also jam-packed with special Back-To-School bargains offered
by Murray area merchants.
Readers are urged to turn to the section to check the many, many bargains
offered. Parents should keep the section handy for the next several days as ft
contains much information about the opening of school locally.
GM Subsidiary To
Help Out Chrysler
DET:101T (AP) — The finance
subsidiary of General Motors Corp. will
help its counterpart at Chrysler Corp.
finance new car inventories for dealers,
the GM subsidiary said today.
GM said the General Motors
Acceptance Corp. would provide $230
million through the purchase from
Chrysler Financial Corp. of receivables
— amounts of money owed to a com-
pany.
Purchases will be made monthly
through January. GM said.
It was the second sale of receivables
by Chrysler Financial in less than a
week.
Last Friday, Chrysler Financial
agreed to sell $500 million in retail
receivables to Household Finance Corp.
in two parts, $300 million next Tuesday
and $200 million in September.
Chrysler Financial's credit standing
has been dragged down by the well-
publicized financial difficulties of its
manufacturing parent
The two major rating services
lowered their quality eitimate of
Chrysler Financial's short-term notes
from a respectable AA to B, a rating
that implies the notes carry an element
of speculation. The lower rating means
many lenders are barred by law from
buying the notes.
Normally, Chrysler Financial would
pay off maturing notes with the
 1
proceeds from new notes. But it now
can sell few new notes.
After the Household Finance pur-
chase, Chrysler Financial said it made
the deal to avoid having to use com-
pletely its standby lines of credit with
banks.
Those bank loans totaled $420 million
on June 30. An increase to the limit of
$1.6 billion by the end of September
would imply that loans would have had
to increase by more than $1.1 billion
after June 30.
Chrysler Financial, the nation's
ninth-largest finance company, earned
$48.5 million in 1978 through the
wholesale and retail financing of $10
billion worth of cars and trucks in North
America and Australia. It had assets of
$4.58 billion and liabilities of $3.93
billion at year end.
Today's deal is the second instance of
GM aid to its competitor, Chrysler.
Chrysler is using GM engineers to help
in its emissions and passive restraint
work.
GMAC once before helped a com-
petitor, buying receivables from the
financing arm of American Motors
Corp. several years ago, GM
spokesman Cliff Merriott said.
GMAC once before helped a com-
petitor, taking over financing for
several American Motors Corp. dealers
for about a year starting late in 1970.
Then the rains came, and by March,
the projected $59 million deficit had
turned into a surplus of $22 million. The
6L.2 per cent hike was postponed until
July. By June, the projected surplus
had grown to $126 million, and TVA
canceled the rate hike altogether.
Details of how a credit or refund
would work have not been finalized. "II
could be any number of ways," San-
derford said, "including reducing the
amount of the 1980 rate hike by a like
amount."
TVA provides electricity for 2.7
million customers in Tennessee and
parts of Alabama, Kentucky,




"Fantastic potential" was the way
Virgil H. Moorefield, minister of
tourism for Switzerland, termed the
lakeland area of west Kentucky
Monday night at the Kentucky's
Western Waterway board of directors
meeting.
Moorefield, formerly of Hopkinsville,
said that the lake area tourism market
should be expanded to foreign coun-
tries. He added that Kentuckians
should sell foreigners their greatest
asset — tourism — instead of land and
natural resources.
He pointed out that foreign dollars
would be brought into the economy
without the loss of land or other
materials.
He cited West Germany and Swit-




The Sigma Department of tin
Murray Woman's Club and the Murray
Rotary Club have allocated the
$4,722.72 the organizations received
from the 1979 Kentucky Charity Horse
Show.
The two groups co-sponsor the annual
event which was held this year at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center on Ae5ril 20-21. The
proceeds are divided equally between
the organizations.
The Si grna poetion of $2,361.36 will bt
used for transportation for the loca.
Comprehensive Care Center, more
equipment for the pediatric unit of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, and
toward the gifted program at the
Murray City Schools.
The Rotary Club will use their portion
of the proceeds to provide scholarships
to Murray State University. Other civic
uses will be for the Murray Baseball
Association, the local swim teams, Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, Christmas Parade,
SPOKE conference, Chamber of
Commerce Christmas lighting fund and




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Ken-
tucky's burley tobacco crop was
reported in fair condition despite some
water damage and scattered reports of
blue mold, a fungus disease.
The Kentucky Crop and Livestock
keporting Service said today reports
indicated blue mold had caused con-
siderable damage in Pulaski, Logan
and Simpson counties.
The service said heavy con-
centrations of grasshoppers were
reported in some areas.
There were scattered reports of
tobacco cutting, some of it water-
damaged leaf, Statewide 43 percent of
the burley has been topped compared
with the five-year average of 48 percent
and 32 percent last year.
Dark tobaccos were reported to be 54
percent topped. Condition of dark
tobacco was mostly good and damage
by water and blue mold less severe to
dark types.Corn was rated as mostly
good to excellent statewide. Reports
indicated 43 percent of the crop was in
the milk or earlier stage, 38 percent in
the dough stage and 19 percent in the
dent stage. Last year only one-third of
the crop was in the milk or earlier
stages at this time.
Soybeans were ratid mostly good
statewide with late beans doing very
well. Pasture and hay crops were rated
mostly good to excellent. Growth has
been good but hay harvest was slowed
until the bast week. Prospects for late
cuttings appear bright at this time
Several reports indicated heavy in
of leafhoppers in some alfalfa
fields
According to Moorefield, language is no
barrier. He said most of both countries'
citizens are familiar with English.
An interest in sports and a love for
country and western music are other
reasons pointed out by Moorefield that
foreigners would be interested in the
area. He said the gas situation would
not create problems since prices are
around the $3-a-gallon mark in both
countries.
A professor of tourism at the
University of Zurich, Moorefield said
the tourism industry cannot thrive on
"one-night stands." He added that
foreigners' vacations last for at least a
two-week period.
Selling what the lake area has to offer
is the key to drawing the foreign
market, he continued. He used as an
example promoting a two-week
package of different activities in the-
lake area. He said first week can be
used to tour different areas while the
second week can be spent in one spot.
He emphasized that foreigners,
especially the Swiss, are "big spen-
ders" while on vacation. He sum-
marized his talk by telling the board
members to raise their sights and to
reach for foreign business im-
mediately.
Arts And Crafts
restival To Be Held
At Kenlake Park
An arts and crafts festival featuring
woodworking, weaving, ceramics,
jewelry and painting will be held Sept. 1
and 2 at Kenlake State Resort Park.
More than 100 exhibitions will be set
up from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. both days near
the tennis courts. Folk, country and
bluegrass music will be provided.
Between 15,000 and 18,000 persons are
tweeted to attend. Kentucky Western
Waterland is sponsoring the festival.
NEW EAGLE SCOUT — Paul Austin was awarded the rank of Eagle Scout
Monday night at the citywide Court of Honor held by Boy Scout Troops 45,
13 and 77. Austin, a sophomore at Murray High School, is shown with his
parents, Mrs. Janice Austin and Dr. Clegg Austin. The rank of Eagle Scout is
the highest rank in Boy Scouting. Austin's father was an Eagle Scout as was
his older Brother, Brent. The event was held at the First Ccristian Church.




The Army National Guard, in
cooperation with all nationwide
.colleges and universities hosting ROTC
Departments is offering a new program
to qualifying guard members and
college students.
The Simultaneous Membership
Program (SMP), according to
Lieutenant Colonel Ftandell G. Routt,
Chairman of the Department of
Military Science at Murray State
University, will permit enlisted
members of the Army National Guard
and Army Reserve to earn a com-
mission as a Second Lieutenant, while
working toward a baccalaureate or
advanced degree in a major academic
field of study chosen by the guardsman.
The program is also open to college
students who already are members of
the National Guard, or are willing to
enlist. The program would require the
student to accept an early commission
as a Second Lieutenant under the ROT'C
Early Commissioning Program and
have, at the time of enrollment, a
minimum of two years of study
remaining in a full-time course of in-
struction leading to his-her degree.
The program endeavors to increase
the number of officers available in local
guard units and simultaneously en-
courages guardsmen and students to
continue their education.
Captain Gilbert of the 123rd Armor
based in Paducah, Murray, and other
parts of west Kentucky, reports
openings are now available for the
Officer Trainees in many different
locations throughout the state.
Guardsmen and university students
will have the best of both worlds —'that
is, the participants will be considered
officer trainees by the Kentucky
National Guard and receive a
minimum of $70 per month from the
Guard. At the same time, the individual
Is enrolled in the Advanced ROTC
Program and will receive as much as
$1,000 each academic year.
Lt. Col. Routt stressed that this
program is an excellent opportunity for
college students to gain practical ex-
perience while continuing their
education.
Students and guardsmen interested
in Army National Guard-ROTC
'Simultaneous Membership can
write to LTC Randell G. Routt, Military
Science Department, Murray State
University, Murray, KY 42071, or call
(502) 762-3746.
Kahn Hopes Food Industry Will
See Consumers Get Fair Shake
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter's chief inflation adviser says he
hopes the food industry will "look
again" to make sure it is giving con-
sumers a fair shake on food prices now
that it knows the government is looking
over its,shoulders.
Alfred Kahn made the statement
after Carter summoned 16 food in-
dustry representatives, including top
executives of major supermarket
chains, to the White House Monday to
demonstrate his concern over rising
retail prices.
today's index 














Mostly sunny: this morning but
becoming mostly cloud with a
slight chance of showers this
afternoon. High in the low to mid
80s. Mostly cloudy with a chance
of showers and possibly a
thundershower tonight. Low in
the low 60s. Clearing and cooler
Wednesday. High in the mid to
upper 70s.
Clear to partly cloudy Thur-
sday through Saturday.
Carter told the group he was "par-
ticularly disturbed" that supermarket
prices have been going up when farm
prices have been coming down. "We
are very concerned about this trend,"
he emphasized during the meeting,
which lasted more than an hour.
But a supermarket spokesman,
Robert 0. Aders of the Food Marketing
Institute, said Carter was told he had
been given faulty data on food prices.
Aders also said the food represen-
tatives stressed that they were not
gouging the consumer.
"I'm sure we convinced the president
there has been no profiteering at all,"
Aders, who is president of the institute,
told reporters after the meeting.
He didn't deny that retail prices
might still be increasing while farm
prices are declining, but said this
reflects the normal food industry time
lag and that the trends even out over
time.
Aders also said any real relief from
rising food prices depends on con-
trolling inflation, as the cost of food
goes up along with everything else. "It
all depends .on the general inflation
rate," he said.
Aders, the group's spokesman, said
several supermarket executives told
Carter they were not increasing their
overall profit margin at consumers'
expense. But he said he didn't know
whether this was true of the entire
industry.
About 30 retail food firms have been
named by the administration's Council
on Wage and Price Stability as
probably not complying with the
government's voluntary price
guidelines. However, none of these
firms was represented at the meeting.
Supermarket chains that were
represented included the Kroger Co.,
Pathmark, Albertson's, Safeway,
Jewel, A&P, Winn-Dixie and Super
Valu. Representatives of the meat
industry also attended.
Kahn told reporters Carter voiced
skepticism over the assertion that the
government's food-price figures were
wrong. The data, Carter said, showed
that while farm prices declined at an
annual rate of 17 percent in the last
three months, retail prices increased at
an 8 percent annual rate.
"We've been particularly disturbed
recently because the price of the food to
the farmers has been going down
substantially and the price of food to the
consumers at the retail outlets has still





WASHINGTON (AP) — American
consumers probably will not benefit
from recent bumper grain crops
because of a high foreign demand for
the major grains, the Agriculture
Department says.
Demand for the crops has been so
great that the nation's stockpile of
grain could be reduced by nearly 20
percent by next summer, the depart-
ment's Outlook and Situation Board
said Monday.
The likely result will be higher farm
prices and no relief in many grocery
costs for consumers, the department
said.
But farmers, faced with greater
grain supplies and relatively high in-
comes, also are expected to produce
more pork and poultry for 1980 and beef
for 1982, it said.
Farm prices account for less than 40
percent of the cost of food to con-
sumers, government economists say.
The latest, revised analysis comes
after crop forecasters predicted Friday
that farmers were growing record corn,
soybean, rice and peanut crops and the
second-largest wheat crop ever
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Miss Rhonda Housden,
daughter of Ronald and
Martha Housden, was
married to Cary Redden, son
of Ralph and Edna Redden, on
Saturday, July 14, at 6:30 p.m.
in the chapel of the First
Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White
officiated at the double ring
ceremony. Miss Lesa Hoke
presented a program of
nuptial music ikluding
Theme from ''Love Story," "A
Time For Us," "Speak Softly
Love," "Sunrise Sunset," and
'Wedding March." She also
sang "We've Only Just
Begun" aid "If."
The church altar was
centered with a 15 branch
canclelatirWIL Aid decorated
with two doves and large
white bows, flanked by
baskets of white mums and
red roses and spiral 15 branch
candelabra. The pews were
marked by hurricane lamps
with white candles and large
'white bows.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the aitar by her brother-in-
law, Bobby Hill. She wore a
formal gown of white chiffon
and silk venise lace. The
empire bodice featured a bib
effect of lace and butterfly
sleeves. The full flowing skirt
gently swept into a chapel
length train.
To complete her ensemble
the bride chose an elbow
length veil attached to a Juliet
crown of appliqued silk venise
lace motifs and pearls. .She
carried a cascade of white
mums, red roses, and ribbons
tied in love knots, centered
with a white orchid.
Mrs. Felicia Hill, solder
sister of the bride, was the
matron of honor. She wore a
floor length dress of navy blue
dotted swiss fashioned with an
empire waistline. The dress
was made by Mrs. Hester
Brown. She carried a nosegay
of white pompom daisies with
white streamers.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Tina Housden, younger sister
of the bride, miss Dawn
Redden, sister of the groom,
and Miss Alicia McCuiston.
They wore dresses like the
matron of honor but they were
made by Mrs. George
Shoemaker. Their bouquets
were also like the matron of
honor's.
Best man was Craig Red-
den, brother of thtgroom. The
groomsmen were Kevin
Russell, J. T. Sanders, and
Sandy Lassiter. The ushers
were Kevin Bailey and Russell
Coleman, cousins of the
groom.
The groom was attired in a
baby blue tuxedo with a
boutonniere of a white silk
rose with baby's breath. The
men attendants wore navy
blue tuxedoes with pale blue
ruffled shirts with bouton-
nieres of blue dipped car-
nations.
Mrs. Housden, mother of the
bride, chose to wear a floor
length white dotted blue swiss
dress and matching jacket
with ruffled sleeves and neck.
Her jewelry was a gold chain
necklace with the bride's baby
ring attached.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Redden, wore a floor length
two piece ensemble of green
with a floral overblouse.
Both Mrs. Housden and Mrs.
Redden had corsages of white
orchids.
The grandmothers, Mrs.
Mary Housden, Mrs. Nettie
McKeel, and Mrs. Odie
Redden, and the step gran-
dmother, Mrs. Cuma West,
wore corsages of white car-
nations. The grandfather,
Albert Lee West, had a white
carnation boutonniere.
Miss Shonna Wilhite, cousin
of the bride, and Miss Conda
Stubblefield presided at the
All Tonite4s Bargain
Seats Nite At
Si .50 These Theatres
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guest register at the table
covered with a white lace
cloth and centered with-a bud
vase of blue flowers, ribbon,
and baby's breath.
Mrs. Butch 1Lynda)
Thompson, aunt of the bride,
directed the wedding!
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
church parlor.
The refreshment table was
covered in white with blue
flowers as decorations. The
three tiered wedding cake was
decorated with one large
white bell topped with three
blue bells nestled in white net
with tiny blue flowers tucked
in the bells. The appointments
were of blue carnival glass.
Mints in the shape of bells in
blue and white and sand-
wiches in shapes of hearts,
diamonds, and belts were all
made by the mother of the
bride. Ribbon sandwiches
were made by the -groom's




Robertson, sister of the
groom, and Debbie Colson,
cousin of the bride, served the
guests. They were presented
corsages of white carnations.
Toast glasses, gift of Aron
Colson, were decorated with
white ribbon with the bride's
having tiny blue flowers.
After the reception the
couple left for a short wedding
trip ;- ' ,re now residing on
Murray ttoute 8. Mr. Redden
is employed at Cain's AMC
Jeep and Mrs. Redden will be
a senior at Calloway County
High School.
Out of town guests included
Ralph Redden, Troy, Mich.,
Odie Redden, Highland Park,
Mich., Sammy and Glenda
Redden, St. Louis, Mo., James
and Peggy Redden, Bowling
Green, Toni and Mike Worley,_
Hawaii, Sandra and Gary
Robertson, Cadiz, Jan
Sherman and sons, Omaha,
Nebr., Charles and Carol
Redden, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and Mrs. Fred Wilhite, Shonna
and LeAnna, Calhoun.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the Dakota Feed and
Grain.
The table was centered with
a blue and white flower
arrangement which was
presented to the bride by Mrs.
Redden.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants and
others assisting at the wed-
ding.
TAYLOR GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Taylor of Route 6, Paris,
Tenn., are the parents of a
baby girl, Kristina Gail,
weighing seven pounds
ounces, born on Friday, Aug.
3, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Gaik, Fry. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Taylor,
Route 6, Paris, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. S. J. Fry of Burbank,
Ohio. •
DEAR DR. LAMB — I need
something for hands that just
crack .open like you had cut
them with a knife. What caus-
es that' I also have high blood
pressure.
And I've coughed every
winter since I had whooping
cough when I was 8 years old
I am now 68.
DEAR READER — In
many instances it's absolutely
necessary to see a skin prob-
lem before you can really tell
what it is. That's why you
should see your doctor.
You may just have very dry
skin. In such instances using a
skin moisturizer will solve the
problem. No moisturizer is
really any better than plain
Vaseline. The thick salve can
be rubbed over your hands
and wiped off clean and still
leave a thin film that will trap
the skin's natural moisture.
There are a number of
infections of the skin that can
causo similar problems and
there are untold opportunities
for chemical irritation these
days.
Regarding your cough, it is
a symptom. I am sending you
The Health Letter number 8-
10, Cough: How And When To
Treat It, to give you more
information about this symp-
tom. Other readers who want




Emie Caldwell was medalist
at the ladies golf play held
Wednesday, Aug. 8, by the
women of the Oaks Country
Club.
Winning second place was'
Burlene Brewer who had tieg
with Carolyn Caldwell
Another tie for third place was
between Virginia Jones arid
Peggy Noel with Mrs. Jones as
the winner.
A three way tie for blind
hole was- between Ada Sue
Roberts, Marilyn Herndon.
and Sherry Mohon -with Mrs.
Mohon as the winner.
The women will have a
Yours, Mine, and Ours Golf
Tournament on Wednesday,
Aug. 15, with Vickie Nance
and Wanda Brown as c'
chairmen.
A reunion and surprise
birthday dinner honoring Mrs.
Myrtice Darnell on her 80th
birthday was held Saturday,
Aug. 4.
The honoree was the
recipient of many gifts.
Those attending throughout
the day were Mr. and Mrs.
William Patterson and Alison,
Robertsville, Mo.; Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Orr, St. Louis, Mo.;
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Pittman,
Greentown, Ind., Mrs. Martha
Irvin, St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs.
Lucille Barber, Basil Irvin,
Margaret McCuan, Mrs.
Lanny Lancaster, 0. J. and
Jason Lancaster, Mayfield;
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lamb, Mr.
and Mrs. Prentice Darnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Hyland Darnell,
Mrs. Laverne Lamb, Jesse
Darnell, and the honoree.
Farless Host
Circle Cookout
The Rev. and Mrs. Bob
Farless were hosts to mem-
bers of the Wesleyan Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women for a ham-
burger cook-out held Wed-
nesday evening, Aug. 8, at
their home on Magnolia Drive.
"Growing In Christ" was
the theme of the program
presented by Mrs. Joanne
Mischke, who said three ways
to grow were to love more, to
serve better, and to live closer
to Christ. She said "act out in
love the service that we can
give."
Mrs. Maurice Christopher Is
chairman of the circle.
4..
COLORFUL CORN '
No need to serve corn
without a colorful garnish,
One I2-ounce can of whole
kernel corn easily combines
with any of the following:
Sliced olives, pimiento, onion,
celery, green pepper, bacon
bits or barbecue sauce. The
same vegetables look new
with these additions.
check or coin with a long,
stamped, sell-addressed enve-
lope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspa-
per, P.0 Box 1551, Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019
Anyone who develops a
cough that persists any length
of time really should see a
physician. Those of short
duration could be from a com-
mon cold but a persistent
cough can even be a sign of
lung cancer. I'm confident
that's not true in your case. If
you've had lung cancer for 60
years, you couldn't be writing
to me now.
DEAR DR. LAMB — We
recently moved from a state
with soft water to where the
water is very hard. Is it harm-
ful to our bodies — kidneys,
bladder and so forth — if we
drink this hard water? If it is
harmful to drink. is it also
harmful to wash our dishes
with it because of the residue?
DEAR READER — By
hard water, most people mean
water that contains lime; it's
the lime deposits that you see
on utensils and bowls that
contain standing water.
The lime doesn't have any
real medical significance. It's
interesting to note that there
are a number of research
studies that suggest individu-
als who drink hard water are
less likely to have heart and
circulatory problems than
those who drink soft water.
This issue is debated and
some theories have been
offered as to why soft water,
at least in our modern plumb-
ing, isn't necessarily the best
choice.
I must say, though, that if
you have distilled water
which is about as soft as it can
get and if no other chemicals
enter that water in any way
through the plumbing or other
sources, there isn't much of a
way that plain distilled water
could be harmful to your
body That doesn't answer the
possibility, though, that cer-
tain minerals might be pro-
tective to your body In any
case, it's most unlikely that
water will be detrimental to
your health in any way just




Mrs. Harlan Hodges will be
the speaker at the meeting of
the Business and Professional
Women's Club to be held
Thursday, Aug. 16, at .6:30
p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
The speaker will review the
biography of .Lena Madison
Phillips, founder of the B&PW
Club.
All members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman
said.
By Abigail Van Buren
t979 rr,tiwnsS Y N•ws Synd tnc
DEAR ABBY: I am 64 years old. I have always been a
fairly attractive woman, and have had my opportunities to
marry, but I never did because I was embarrassed over hay
ing such a small bosom.
I am going with a man who wants to marry me and I want
to know if I'm too old to have an operation to enlarge my
bust. Have you ever heard of a woman having this kind of
surgery in her 60s'?(P.S. If I decide to go ahead with it, could
my husband tell the difference between me and the real
thing?)
DEAR CONSIDERING: My medical consultants inform
me that when women in their 60s have that kind of surgery,
most of them regret haviog waited so long,
lf you decide to go ahead with it, consult a Board ('edified
plastic surgeon.
(P.S. Your husband may or may not be able to tell the dif-
ference between you and the real thing. It depends on how
much experience he's had with the real things1
"DEAR ABBY: Please print this. It's an open letter to my.
brother:
Dear Brother:
Tomorrow will be 10 years since I took Mama into my
home. You were all for sending her to a state institution, but
I couldn't do that.
You tell me I'm getting paid pretty good because I get
Mama's Social Security check every month. Do you really
think $232.90 is "good pay" for taking care of a total invalid
24 hours a day'? And when her check runs out, I use mine
($192), and before the 3rd of the month rolls around, it's all
gone. Mine and Mama's.
My good husband struggles to keep our bills paid with his
Social Security check. It isn't easy.
You say you can't afford to help, but I notice you manage
to keep yourself in beer, cigarettes and Valium, and drive a
new car. You also take vacation trips. I don't. And your
home is paid for. Mine isn't.
If you don't want to give me cash because you're afraid I
might spend it on myself, why don't you donate some
disposable diapers since Mama is incontinent? Or buy me
some detergent now and then'? I use a lot because I change
Mama's bed linen twice a day.
I would really appreciate it if you and your lovely wife
would stay with Mama for just one night; change her diaper,
bathe her and turn her every few hours so I could get one
full night's sleep.
You never bother to visit Mama because her mind is gone
and you say she wouldn't know that you were here. She
couldn't see you because she's blind, and she couldn't hear
you because she's deaf. It's true. Mama doesn't know you
anymore. But you know Mama.
When Mama dies, you will cry hardest at her funeral. And
you will probably criticize me for not crying. By then I'll be
all cried out and I won't have anything to cry about. But you
will. Think about it.
SISTER
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send SI and a long,
stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Certified Public Accountant
Announces
The Opening Of AnDffice To
Practice Public Accounting.
Hours By Appointment •




T. (Ind 11r-s". Roger toliigirittiams
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Louis Williams are today, Aug. 14,
celebrating their silver, 25th, wedding anniversary. They
were married on this date in 195-4 in Missouri.
A family celebration is planned tonight at the home of a
daughter, Mrs. Steve (Teri) McCuiston, Farmington Route 1.
The children and parents of the couple are hosts for the oc-
casion.
Mrs. Williams is the former Joyce Marilee Hill, daughter
of the late Wilbert Hill and Arletta Corlett Hill of Paducah.
Mr. Williams is the son of Louis Lee Williams and Dorothy
Rowley Williams of Farmington Route 1.
Their six children are Mrs. Robin (Wendy Orten of Cadiz,
Mrs. Steve (Teri) McCuiston, Farmington Route 1, Mrs.
Tommy (Jody) Glisson of Sedalia, Ms. Cathy Wilson of
Wingo, and Marty and Cindy Williams, at home. Their two
grandchildren are Christopher Mac McCuiston of Far-
mington Route 1 and Tera Jo Wilson of Wingo.
Miss Teresa Starks, Aug.
24th bride-elect of Ray J.
Williams, was the honoree at a
household shower held at the
home of Mrs. James Rogers,
1719 Holiday Drive, Murray,
on Thursday, July 26, at 7:30
The hostesses for the
prenuptial event were Mrs.
Rogers, Mrs. Cletus Colson,
Mrs. Hal Adams, and Miss
Lori Adams.
For the occasion the
honoree chose to wear a blue
quiana dress and was
presented a corsage of roses.
Her mother, Mrs. Bobby
Starks, and her mother-in-law
to be, Mrs. Ray D. Williams,
were also presented corsages
of roses.
Games were played prior to
the opening of the gifts by the
honoree who was assisted by
Miss Lori Adams.
Refreshments of punch,
cake, and nuts Were served
from a table covered with a
white linen and lace cloth
centered with an arrangement
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Miss Humphreys Is
Wed To Mr. Willoughby
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church was the scene of the
swnmer candlelight wedding
of Miss Vicki Lee Humphreys
and David Dallas Willoughby.
The Rev. Charles Blair
performed the double ring
ceremony. A program of
nuptial music was presented
by Mrs. John White, organist,
and Mrs. Sandy Outland,
soloist.
The vows were exchanged
before a fifteen branch arch
candelabrum flanked by two
spiral candelabra. Living
ferns on grecian columns
stood at either side. Single
candles surrounded by
magnolia leaves were placed
in each window Yellow satin
bows marked the family pews.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
wore a formal gown of white
ciana jersey designed by
Edythe Vincent of Alfred
Angelo. Silk floss embroidered
lace formed a wide v-shaped
yoke and high rise collar.
More of the same lace created
a deep flounce to define the
yoke and give a capelet effect
dipping to the waist in back.
The fitted sleeves were
uniquely designed with the
lower half being silk floss lace.
A ruffle of lace edged the
sleeves and covered buttons
closed them $thestvrist. •
The unadorned circular
skirt flared gracefully from
the natural .waistline and
formed a full length chapel
train. '
She carried a cascade
bouquet of yellow roses, white
daisies, and baby's breath
which she Presented to her
sister after the ceremony. To
complete the effect, the bride
wore an arrangement of
daisies in her hair.
Miss Beth Humphreys,
sister of the bride, served as
maid of honor. Mrs. Eddie
(Poppy) Jones was the
matron of honor. They wore
identical gowns of mint green
quiana knit and each carried a
single, long-stemmed yellow
rose.
The groom wore a formal
white tuxedo accented with a
black cummerbund and black
bowtie. His boutonniere was a
single yellow rose.
Greg Willoughby served his
brother as best man. Martin
Bone was the groomsman.
Ushers were Brad Taylor and
Mike Bradshaw.
The men attendants and the
bride's father were attired in
black tuxedos and each wore a
white carnation boutonniere.
The guest register was kept
by Mrs. Jay (Melinda),
Kennedy. The table was
covered with a floor length
yellow cloth overlaid with
white lace. A crystal basket
contained a cluster of yellow
roses arranged by Mrs. Clifton
Jones. Guests were presented
with parchment wedding
scrolls upon arrival.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Humphreys wore a
formal gown of mauve quiana
Imit. A gold belt accented the
outfit. Her accessories were
beige.
Mrs. Willoughby chose for
her son's wedding a floor
length gown of yellow knit







Mr. and Mrs. David Dallas Willoughby
Mrs. Fred Humphreys and
Mrs. Odell Orr, grandmothers
of the bride, and Mrs. Arlon
Willoughby, grandmother of
the groom, wore white car-
nation corsages.
The wedding was directed
by Miss Jane Orr, aunt of the
bride.
Reception•
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The serving table was
covered with a mint green
floor length cloth overlaid
with white lace. Centering the
table was an arrangement of
yellow roses and lilies also
provided by Mrs. Jones.
Yellow candles burned on
either side.
The three tiered wedding
cake was decorated with
yellow roses, white swans, and
yellow satin bells. Yellow
punch was served from a
crystal punch bowl. Silver and
crystal appointments were
also used to serve assorted
mints and nuts.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. J. D. Orr, Mrs. Durward
Bennett, Miss Cindy Bennett,
and Miss Jane Orr. Each was
Gail Brame
Plans have been completed
by Miss Gail Brame and Keith
Starks for their wedding on
Friday, Aug. 17, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
John Dale will officiate at
the ceremony, and Joel Smith.
vocalist, will present a
program of nuptial music.
Parents of the bridal couple
are Mr. and Mrs. James
Brame of Kirlcsey and Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Starks of Almo.
Miss Brame has chosen
Miss Cindy Lassiter as her
maid of honor, and Miss Kim
Starks, sister of the groom-
elect, as her bridesmaid.
Jimmy Walker will serve as









Boys and Girls age 4 and up — Tap,
Ballet, Pointe, Jazz, Acrobatics and
Gymnastics
- [Studio Located





Meet Mr. Mark Fisher, 4 to 6 p.m.
Thurs., and Friday Phone 753-4647
or 759-4696
about a leisure time activity.
Don't let others distract you
from working on that creative
project.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
New thoughts about
domestic matters are worth
following through on. Save
time for both work and play
and you'll avoid conflict later.
YOU BORN l'ODAY are
thoroughly at home in the
world of the arts. The theatre,
literature, music, interior
design, and businesses allied
with the arts are your natural
milieu. Dramatic and in-
novative, you have leadership
abilities and do well in a
position of authority. Banking,
publishing, merchandising,
law, medicine, and the
military are other fields in
which you'll succeed. You are
a good moneymaker and also
have a strong sense of social
consciousness, though you're
liable to experiment before
settling on a career. Birthdate
of: Ethel Barrymore, actress;
Lawrence of Arabia, author-
military genius; and Julia
Child, cooking expert.
CLARA EAGLE was guest
speaker at the July meeting of
the Business and Professional
Women's Club held at the
Triangle Restaurant. She
discussed the various types of
jewelry and demonstrated
how jewelry was made saying
her preferred metal is silver.
Her collection of jewelry from
around the world was on
display as were many pieces
of her own design. A garage
sale was planned Aug. 25 at 8
a.m. at the home of Janice
McClard, 503 Blair Street.
Kathy Hodge, Murray's
Young Career Woman for
1979-80 and first district
winner, was voted in as a new
member of the club.
Community Calendar Events
Tuesday, Aug. 14
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m.
Murray Optimist Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party.
Murray Star Chapter Ne.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Lodge Hall.
Wedne.4day, Aug. 15
Seminar' oy Dr. Joseph T.
Fuhrman on "How to Prepare
Your Children for School" and
"How to Help Your Children
Do Better in School" will be
-held at the Calloway County •
Public Library at 10 a.m., for
parents of pre-schoolers, and
at 3 p.m. for parents of school
agers. Story hours for the two
groups will be in session while
the parents are at the
seminars.
Events for Ladies Day at the
Murray Country Club will
include golf at 9 a.m. with
Janice Howe as hostess.
Hazel Community;;Xenter
will open at 10 a.m. for games,
sewing, and crafts by the
Hazel Senior Citizens. Lunch
will be served at 11:45 a.m.
Janelle Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at the church parlor at
9:30 a.m.
Ladies day events at the
Oaks Country Club will in-
clude golf with Vickie Nance
'and Wanda Brown as
hostesses, and bridge with
Henri Montgomery as hostess
at 9:30 a.m.
Murray Shrine Club will
have a business meeting at the
lodge hall at 7 p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Canning
workshop from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Empire Farm; Tour of
Civil War battlegrounds at
Fort Henry starting at Fort
Henry Trails parking lot at 2
p.m.; One Hour Geology tour
starting at 2 p.m. at Center
Station; Junior Naturalist at
Center Station at 8:30 a.m.
Legion of Mary will meet at
the rectory, St. Leo's Catholic
Church, at 1:30 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 16
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant with Mrs. Harlan
Hodges as speaker.
Thursday, Aug. 14
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have games, sewing, and
crafts at the Hazel Com-
munity Ceater which opens at
10 a.m. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Betty Sledd Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Paula Alcott
at 9 a.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
a picnic with Mrs. Debbie
Newell at 6:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Plant and
Animal Architects walk
starting at 2:30 p.m. at Center
Station.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall with the officers
to meet at 7 p.m.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at the Murray Country
Club with Steve Sanders,
Tommy Sanders, Bill Thur-
man, and Wells Purdom, Jr.,
in charge p1 arrangements.
Family night. All Woodmen
of the World. WOW Hall at
6:30 p.m. all food furnished.
All family members invited.
Frida), Aug. 17
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will hold its monthly canripout
at Kenlake State Park. A
potluck supper will be served
Saturday at 6 p.m at the
campsite of J. B. and Jo
Burkeen, wagorunasters.
Slides of a tour to Fiji, New
Zealand, Australia, and
Tahaa by Walter F. Helfrich
of St. Louis, Mo., will be shown
at 8 p.m. at the North Branch,
Peoples Bank, Murray. There
is no admission charge, but
tickets are necessary which
may be obtained at Far Lands
Travel Agency, 711 Main
Street.
BOOK FAIR
NEW YORK (AP) — An
exhibit of books of Jewish
interest will be shown at the
Second International Moscow
Book Fair this fall.
The exhibit is sponsored by
the American Jewish Com-
mittee, in conjunction with the
Association of Jewish Book
Publishers and the Jewish
Book Council.
The exhibit will feature 700
books published in the United
States, including both fiction
and non-fiction works. Books
in English, Yiddish, Hebrew
and Russian, as well as prayer
books, will be included in the
display.















Select your favorites from a
variety of beautiful silhouettes
in carefree cotton and polyester













900 A.M.-5:00 P.M. SATURDAY
1:00-5:00 P.M. SUNDAY
. LONE OAK PLAZA
Hwy. 45 So. Lone Oak, Ky.
presented a corsage of white
daisies.
Following the reception, the
couple left for a wedding trip
to Florida. They are now
residing at 1621"/ Farmer
Avenue.
Out of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hixson,
Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. Walden
Adams, Cadiz; Jay Kennedy,
Princeton; Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Vaccaro, Mrs. Dan
Stokes and Danny, Louisville;
Mr. and Mrs. Max Orr and
Melissa, Gleason, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Arlon Willoughby,
Henry, Tenn.; Mr. Dorris
Humphreys and Mrs. Chester
Finch, St Louis, Mo.; Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Hall and family




The groom's parents were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Covers were laid for
nineteen guests. The bridal
couple took this opportunity to





FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
sign.
ARIES 
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) grog
Don't change plans because
of a partner's reservations.
Creativity high. Take time to
explain your ideas before
acting on them.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) ts€1,
Though a work project may
be aborted, you'll find new
ways to augment income now.
Money through creativity,
travel and local visits.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Use reason rather than
charm to get ideas across. A
friend has a financial tip, but
there may be strings attached.
Stick to facts.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Keep your own counsel re a
money-making idea. Get
yourself together before




( July 23 to Aug. 22).
Lunch with a friend is
positive. Some inner tension
though could mar today's
activities. Let go of little
gripes. Be your positive self.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nril
A private talk about a
career matter brings results.
Avoid discussing same with a





( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
A friend has goqd advice.
Career matters bring
moderate success, though one
business acquaintance is
slightly envious of you.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 111"
Partners and close allies
erratic in their responses.
From lukewarm to overen-
thusiastic is your signal to
stick to a moderate course.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 3OF
Discussions with loved ones
are stimulating. A financial
move is in the offing, but a
friend has ambivalent feelings
towards you.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19i
A superior may be negative
about a plan of yours. Still,
close allies are supportive.
Enlist their help for success.
Romance is hot and cold.
AQUARIUS "06.
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Follow close allies lead
Completes Plans'
Groomsman will be Barr)'
Futrell. Ushers will be Mark
Starks, cousin of the groom-
elect, and Rick Spann.
Miss LaJeanna Thornton
and Miss Jill Thornton, nieces
of the bride-elect, will preside
at the guest register.
Distributing the rice bags
will be Miss CaSandra Brame,
niece of the bride-elect, and
Miss Amy Johnson, cousin of
the groom-elect.
Mrs. Miriam Olree will
direct the wedding.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
church with Mrs. Marilyn
Thornton, sister of the bride-
elect, Mrs. Sherry Brame,
sister-in-law of the bride-elect.
and Mrs. Marilynn Mason
serving the guests.
All friends and relatives of
the bridal couple are invited to





executive director of the
Mutray State University
Foundation, will speak on
"Estate Planning" at the
meeting of the Calloway
Retired Teachers Association
at Ellis Center at 1 p.m. on
Monday, Aug. 20.
The newly elected president
of the association, Jack
Gardner, has announced that
the social hour will start at 1
p.m., followed by the program
at 1:30. "We will, recognize
and honor the Calloway
MILLRANEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Millraney, 330 Head Street,
,Paris, Tenn., announce the
birth of a baby boy, Waymon
I,ucas, weighing eight pounds
13 ounces. born on Tuesday,
Aug. 7, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is .the former
Debbie Nichols. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Millraney and Mr. and Mrs
Ted Crittendon, all of Paris,
Tenn.
teachers who have retired this
year," President Gardner
said.
At the business session there




Association had a mem-
bership of 129 retired
teachers, as reported by the
secretary at the April 5
meeting.
Besides Mr. Gardner as
president, other newly elected
officers are: Carmon Parks,
vice-president; Helen Ben-
nett, secretary; Mary Smith,
treasurer.
Dr. Harry Sparks, MSU
president emeritus, became
president, July 1, of the
Kentucky Retired Teachers
Association. He conducted the
"Workshop Session" at the
last meeting of the Calloway
Retired Teachers April 30 at
the Colonial House breakfast.
On June 15, 1945, the Allies
announced the capture of
German Foreign Minister
Joachim Von Ribbentrop in
Hamburg.




It sounded good in coal-rich
Kentucky for President Carter
to describe America as "the
Saudi Arabia of coal."
The United States, and Ken-
tucky, has supplies of coal that
Carter compares with the abun-
dance of oil in the Middle East.
In theory, our coal reserves
could supply the nation's entire
rieds for energy for an
estimated 100 years. The presi-
dent can call our attention to
that fact, although it was no
secret, but he didn't answer the
logical next question.
How and by whom is the
"dirty" fuel of coal going to be
turned into one that is safe, ac-
cessible and economical
enough to substitute for im-
ported oil?
Coal is very much back in the
news as the most likely raw
material for "synthetic" fuel —
manufactured oil and gas.
Extracting gas from coal
isn't a new technology. Gas pro-
duced from coal was widely us-
ed in American homes and in-
dustry until cheaper natural
gas drove it off the market.
Rising prices on oil and gas,
and restraints on their
availability, can just as well br-
ing coal gas back on the market
and introduce coal-based liquid
fuels as well.
South Africa offers an exam-
ple of what is possible with its
process of producing oil from
coal at a cost that South
Africans say is competitive
with the price of OPEC oil.
But it has become obvious
since the president's July 15
energy message that
economics will have as much to
do with our direction in syn-
Funny World
Eugene, Ore. — A Eugene family of
three miraculously escaped injury
Wednesday when a wrecking ball
presumably fell from the back end of a
truck, bounced down a road, crashed
through their car's windshield and out
the back window.
Lane county sheriff's deputies said
Clark Wayne Lynch, 31; his wife,
Burninada, 38, and their son David, 10,
were waiting in their car at a railroad
crossing when the metal bail ap-
parently fell from a truck.
Lynch told deputies that at his In-
sistence his son had moved to the rear
seat a few moments before the sc.
cident.
The wrecking ball crashed through
the windshield in front of where young
Lynch had been sitting, went through
the car and out the back window. None
of the family was scratched although
both front and back windows were
shattered.
Deputies were still trying yesterday
to find the truck driver.
(Register Guard)
Letter Jo The Editor
thetic fuel production as the
various technical probelms
that remain to be solved.
The president kicked off a na-
tional debate over whether the
government should finance,and
direct the program or. whether
Washington's best contribution
would be to let a free
marketplace bring synthetics
into the energy inventory.
The latter course has receiv-
ed a boost from the announce-
ment by Southern California
Edison Co. and Texaco Inc. of
plans to build a plant near
Barstow, Calif., that will con-
vert Utah coal into gas and
burn the gas to produce elec-
tricity.
Sponsors say the $300 million
plant will not require govern-
ment subsidies, and will
employ technology more ad-
vanced than any the Depart-
ment of Energy is interested in
subsidizing.
But much depends on
whether the free market is in-
deed free of the price controls
and other regulations that
destroy the relative values of
various fuels.
Carter can say what he will
about the potential of our vast
coal reserves, but this ap-
proach to energy problems re-
mains flawed by his continued
faith in price controls and
government management of
energy resources.
Kentucky's coal fields make
an ideal place to talk about
coal, but the unemployment
there makes it ring hollow.
cv WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger .8r Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-724-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston •
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
.Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7















Last month you were kind enough to
publish a letter of mine, and I do hope
you will in no way be too embarrassed
to publish this one.
I wish to publicly applaud you for
your outstanding commentary in the
August 10 issue of The Murray Ledger
& Times. I feel very strongly that there
are far too few editors, especially in
smaller communities, who have suf-
ficient intestinal fortitude to - in the
Miirray Ledger & Times
( U SPS 301-700
Publisher Walter
Editor  it. Gene Mc
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every afternoon eacept Sundays, July 4, Clwist-
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words of a well known sports announcer
- "tell it like it is." I am of course
referring to your comment on the
resignation of Mrs. Sammons from the
City Council.
It is indeed sad that Mrs. Sammons
should find herself in the position that it
was useless to continue to buck the
politics of the "good ole boys." It is
sadder still to realize that the average
citizen of Murray will continue to let the
"good ole boys" put it to them and do
nothing about it. I have never met Mrs.
Sammons but I would indeed consider it
a privilege if I ever have the op-
portunity.
I am sure most of the Murray com-
munity could see by the headlines and
accompanying article in the same issue
as your commentary that there is
beyond any doubt some "railroading"
going on in the city government. The
—manner in whiclithe rezoning issue of
16th Street was ifandled was absolutely
repulsive. The question to be answered
is, how long are the people of Murray
going to sit back and let persons the
calibei of Mrs. Sammons and .others
like het take it on the chin until they
give up in despair.
Thanks again Gene for a really great
article.
James 0. Piggott
Box 2409 College Station
Murray, Ky.
Picture Of Old Iron* Ore Center
Recalls Memories 65 Years Old
Joe B. Smith, 82 years young, leaned
back on a sofa in his Bethel Road home
21/2 miles east of Murray one evening
recently and admitted it had been a
long time since he had enjoyed himself
more.
For more than an hour, he had been
looking at a hand-painted picture which
brought back for him memories of
more than 65 years ago. It was a picture
of the old Hemitite Center Furnace,
complete with oxen-drawn carts and
rifle-toting settlers.
L. D. Miller, somehow, had come up
with the picture. Knowing Mr. Smith
had grown up near the center, L. D.
thought he would like to see it.
Located on the Cumberland River not
far from where TVA's Empire Farm
and Hemitite Lake are today in the
Land Between the Lakes, the center
smelted iron from ore taken from
nearby hills.
-4- -4- -4-
Mr. Smith was a boy of 10 or 12 when
the center was in its heyday. The
youngest of four children of William D.
and Melina Smith, he lived on a farm
some six miles west of the center. His
father, whom he laughingly called -a
jack of all trades," was a farmer,
carpenter, blacksmith and producer of
charcoal.
Charcoal was the fuel used in the
center's "oven," in which the ore was
melted. Once that process was com-
pleted, the cinders and impurities were
"drawn off' and the molten iron poured
into molds in a sand bed to cool.
The "drawing off" process took place
about once a week and folks came from
all around to watch as the molten medal
was poured into the sandy "pig beds."
"They made all sizes of 'pigs'," Mr.
Smith said, recalling how the iron then
was stacked to be hauled later by oxen.
cart to the river, loaded on barges and
taken up or down river to the mills. Two
of his uncles had oxen carts engaged in
the hauling.
+++
Most of the iron, he recalled, went to
the Simmons Hardware Co. in St. Louis
and whose mill had the reputation of
"putting out the best iron found
anywhere."
The ore in the hills, however, played
out about 1920, and the center, left with
nothing to smelt, went out of business.
Only a few bricks from the furnace
remain on the site today.
"Why, I've leaned against that post
many a time," Mr. Smith laughed,
pointing to a support in an open section
of the center. "It was fun watching
them pour the iron into the pig bed.
Seeing this picture has brought back a
lot of wonderful memories for me."
+ +
Although only a boy at the time, Mr.
Smith worked long and hard helping
produce the charcoal for the center.
Working alongside his father, who
like many others in the area burned the
wood in special pits to produce the
charcoal, he learned and mastered the
long-drawn-out process at an unusually
early age.
They had six of the "pits," he said,
each carefully constructed using 20
cords of wood for each firing. Dirt
was piled around the outside of the
specially stacked wood with openings
left at intervals for air drafts. It was
then left for 8 or 10 days to "settle"
before the fire was addeid.
The fire, he recalled, was started in
the "throat," an open area in the center
Bible Thought
The path of the lust is as the
shining light, that shineth more and
more unto the perfect day. Proverbs
4:18.
The righteous man follows Jesus,
Who said, "I am the way." And thedaily walk with Jesus enables the
Christian to be "the light of the
world," confirming one's faith in
Him.
Ii
and at the top much like that of a
wigwam. "At first the smoke was
black," he said, vividly remembering
every step of the process: "and when it
cleared up, we knew we had the fire just
right."
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After two days of burning, more
firewood was dropped down the
"throat" of the pit and left to burn
slowly for 10 or 12 days before the pit
was closed altogether and left to
smolder and go out. This took about. a
week, trapping the gases which made
the charcoal so ideal for the iron
melting process inside the charred
wood
Once cooled, the pits were opened,
the charcoal scopped out and hauled to
the furnace in 20-foot-long wagons,
pulled by teams of four oxen each.
Mr. Smith went on to farm most of his
41,
life, moving to Murray in 1940 when
Kentucky Lake was formed. After 10
years of courtship, he had married his
wife of 53 years in 1926. She is the for-
mer Jettie Wilcox, a Lyon County one-
room school teacher at the time. They
had three daughters:
Joette, now Mrs. Jack Wolfe and a
Madisonville school teacher; Ddrothy
Nell Nanny, who lives on 121 north of
Murray; and Verona, now Mrs. Bobby
Grogan of Murray.
After the girls had finished school in •
Murray, the Smiths moved to their
present Bethel Road home where he
fanned until about six years ago when
he turned to raising hogs. Ill health,
however, has forced him to discontinue
that, and he has reduced his place to 16
acres.
Mr. Smith is taking it easy now, but





1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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Calloway County Fair staged its yearly exhibition at 'the Fair
Grounds with the state agriculture department presenting an elabo-
rate display for a four day session, Oct. 2, 3, 4, 5, 1912. Confederate
Day was held on the fourth with appropriate ceremonies honoring
surviving soldiers. No recognition was given to faithful' Union
soldiers for the cause of the North remained a "techy" subject in
Calloway County'. Frontier Bill's NVild West Show was a humdinger,
vying with the Merry-Go-Round, balloon ascension and parachute
drop at the fair. The big attraction, however, was the pacing,
trotting and running races not to mention tle—motorcycle and auto-
mobile races—a first for the motorized scramble. Despite the
proclamation of. being the greatest fair thus far, limited gambling
and girlie attractions, fair enthusiasm diminished as well as the
attendance as a result of Brother Taylor's unrelenting crusade to
shut the place down. His bone of contention. dripped blood, but
the fair limped on painfully wounded.
Another big attraction to soothe the misery of low tobacco prices
from the attention of weary farmers was the renewed proposal by
Kentucky Southwestern Electric Company to construct the inter-
urban system. Dr. Crawford held a mass meeting at Lynn Grove
town, enthusiastically' supporting the project. fie, too, had more
than a bit of interest in selling electric power to the proposed project.
The ;route was surveyed in 1912 with stakes for the proposed track
entering Murray city limits from the west downi the bottom of Cook's
Branch, bisecting the present site of the hospital. In a lengthy article
in support for the proposed railway, Dr. C. N. Crawford pointed
with pride he was the first person to install a rural telephone line
in Calloway County, linking Murray with Lynn Grove, serving six
to eight of his medical patients in the year 1902. Despite the elo-
quent efforts of Dr. Crawford and others the dream of electrifying
the countryside with an interurban failed again to materialized
as did the efforts to pave the court square with bricks to overcome,




A Calloway County soldier, First Sgt.
Joe R. Thorn, Almo, has received the
Bronze Star Medal with "v" device for
decoration while serving in cambat
near Can Tho University, Vietnam, in
1968.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Rosa
Russell, 84, Mrs. Vera Halcomb Goody,
61, and Joseph Edward Waters.
U. Timothy P. Hendrickson has left
for a 12 months' tour of duty in Viet-
nam.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Darnell of
Hardin celebrated their 60th wedding
anniversary on Aug. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Darnell an-
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Linda Sue, to Ronald Paul
Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A.
Wright.
Births reported include a boy, Eric
Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Lee on
Aug. 6, and a girl, Ruth Ann, to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Black on Aug. 10.
20 Years Ago
Waylon Rayburn has been appointed
chairman of the National Committee on
Legislation for the Woodmen of the
World life Insurance Society.
Deaths reported include Norval
Short, 54, and Mrs. Annie Smith.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper will be
the speaker at the opening exercises on
Aug. 24 at the Lynn Grove High School,
according to the principal, Raymond
Story.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Dan Orr and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
0. B. Boone, Jr.
The 1939 and 1940 classes of Murray
High School held their reunion on Aug. 8
at Kentucky Colonel, Murray High
School Cafeteria, and Kenlake Hotel.
Masters of ceremonies were Pat
Gingles, president, 1939, and Charles
Mason Baker, president, 1940.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre are
"Man of the West" starring Gary
Cooper and Julie London and "Island
Women."
30 }ears Ago
The grand championship in the
Jersey Open Cattle Show at the
Calloway County Fair at the Murray
City Park was won by an entry from the
farm of Dr. Rob Mason. More than 100
entries were included.
Margaret Canfield, home nursing
instructor from the Eastern Area Office
of the American Red Cross, will con-
duct a Red Cross Nursing Class on Aug.
15 at the home economics room at
Murray High School, Mrs. Joe Pace,
executive secretary of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red
Cross, and Mrs. Charles Mercer are
coordinators of the course here.
The Rev. Dr. J. E. Skinner, former
pastor, will speak Sunday at the First
Baptist Church, Murray.
Work is progressing rapidly on the
remodeling of the Ryan building
located on the east side of the court
square. The Ryan Shoe Store and the
Farmer-Gibbs Dress Shop occupy the
building.
"Ringside" starring Don Barry,
Sheila Ryan, and Tom Brown is




Since it appears that the debate over
the wisdom of capital punishment is not
yet over, this comment on the subject
from the 16th century essayist Michael
de Montaigne (153345921 might be
worth a moment 6r two of our time:
To kill a man Is a good way to
escape a future offense, but not to
revenge past wrongs. Ills more an
action of fear than of bravery, of
precaution rather than courage, an
act of defense rather than en-
terprise.
It is worth noting that Montaigne
wrote these words (and many others
like them) during the period of intense
religious warfare in France. His
message was one of moderation: his
age was not.
Today In History
RAFflfri Today is Tuesday, Aug 14, the 226th
day of 1979. There are 139 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: -
On this date in 1945, President Harry
Truman announced the unconditional
surrender of Japan and the end of
World War II.
On this date:
In 1784, the first Russian colony in
Alaska was founded on Kodiak Island.
In 1848, the Oregon Territory was
organized.
In 1917, China declared war on
Germany and Austria in World War I.
In 1935, Congress eased the Social
Security Act.
In 1973, American bombing in
Cambodia came to a halt, marking the
official end to 12 years of U.S. combat
action in tndoohina.
Ten years ago: Britt /mops moved
By The Associated Press
into Londonderry in Northern Ireland
to help police quell rioting between
Roman Catholics and Protestants.
Five years ago: Greece withdrew its
military forces from NATO in reaction
to a breakdown in Cyprus peace talks in
Geneva and new fighting with Turkish
troops on Cyprus.
One year ago: An Israeli Cabinet
committee recommended construction
of five new military settlements in the
disputed West Bank area, further
complicating Israeli-Egyptian peace
efforts.
Today's birthdays: Circus im-
presario John Ftingling North is 76
years old. Pitcher Mark Fidrych of the
Detroit Tigers is 25.
Thought for today: That man is
richest whose pleasures are the


















































































Q - We have some wicker
furniture that is in good shape,
but needs repainting I would
like to use a glossy paint. Is it
better to apply it with a brush
or a spray can"
A - You'll probably find it
better to use one of the glossy
enamels that comes in a spray
can Spray on three or four
light coats rather than a single,
heavy one. Follow the instruc-
tions on the can carefully, espe-
cially about the distance to hold
the can from the furniture
while spraying And be sure to
cover everything in the area of
the project, since the mist
spreads farther than you might
think.
Q. - For years our washing
machine worked perfectly. It
still does, but now it shakes
very much and makes a loud,
bumping noise, especially when
the spinner is on. What causes
this"
A. - Any one of a number of
things, some of which may re-
quire professional attention.
But before you call in a repair
man, check the following possi-
bilities and you may be able to
correct the condition yourself.
A machine can vibrate ex-
cessively when there is too
much wash in the machine,
wtlen the wash is not dis-
tributed evenly or when the
machine is not resting solidly
on the floor In the latter case,
try rocking the machine with
your hands. If it rocks even the
tiniest bit, this must be cor-
rected. Sometimes it is done by
moving the machine a few
inches until the hand-rocking is
eliminated, sometimes by read-
justing the legs if they are ad-
justable and sometimes by
placing something under one of
the legs.
Q. - We booght a house way
out in the country some years
ago We now would Itte to
remodel it so that we can live
in it all year round. One of the
things we would like to do is to
put in a septic tank. Do we
need a permit for this'
A. -- In almost all areas, you
riot only need a permit to have
a septic tank installed, you
must follow certain rather
strict regulations on how it is
constructed and how it oper-
ates. Presumably, you will
have this done by a profes-
sional contractor. He should
know all about the regulations
in your area, but be sure you
talk it over with hun in detail,
letting him know that you want
everything done according to
the law. Any tune a person
tries to install a septic tank
without following his commu-
nity's code, he winds up regret-
ting it, one way or another.
Q. - We want to install quar-
ry tile on the terrace at the
rear of our house. We have
seen It in hallways and other
places indoors. Our terrace has
a roof on it, but Is not other-
wise enclosed, so we have two
questions. Will the tiles be
ruined if rain blows in on
them? Will they withstand cold
weather?
A. - Quarry tiles will not be
affected by rain or cold weath-
er, provided they are properly.
installed. The establishment
where you purchase the tiles
will give you instructions on
their installation. Follow them
carefully.
• The selection and in-
stallation of all types of ceram-
ic tile are discussed in Andy
Lang's Woklet, "All About Ce-
riumc Tile," which can be.ob-
tained by sending 3.5 cents and
a long, STAMPED, self-ad-
dressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general in-
terest will be answered in the
column, but individual corre-
spondence cannot be under-
taken.)
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IN THIS RANCH HOME there is a separation between the activity area and the privatesleeping wing. From theventral foyer. there is a glimpse of the fireplace in the living room.lu the left of the foyer is the kitchen, and to the right are three bedrooms and two baths.Plan 11A 1 112K has 1.198-square-feet. For more information write-enclosing a stamped,self-addressed envelope-to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court. Seoring-town, N Y. 11507
AN ENERGY EFFICIENT FIREPLACE, THAT
YOU CAN INSTALL YOURSELF THIS WEEKEND
A fireplace that produces
more usable heat for greater
heat efficiency is not a total-
ly new idea. But, a fireplace
designed for greater heat ef-
ficiency that you can install
yourself in a weekend is a
new idea. In fact, a fireplace
that can be installed almost
any place in the home is
one of the best new ideas in
home products today.
These fireplaces. through
the use of heat exchangers.
grass doors and special heat
ducting. put more usable
heat back into the room.
The ducting directs the heat
where it is most effective
5nd the glass doors maintain
the heat in the room even




Free Estimates On An, lob
Large or Small
Call 436-2372
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This type of fireplace is
efficient enough to be used
by some people as a source
of heat for their small vaca-
tion cabins and cottages.
Who can install one of
these fireplaces'? Anyone
who can read, hammer.
measure, cut wood and who
like the idea of having a real
wood-burning fireplace in
their home by the end of
the weekend. People who
have handy friends who will
help them or people who
don't mind spending a little
extra for a professional instal-
lation.
The simple secret of this
modern version of the tradi-
tional fireplace is the insu-
lated zero-clearance design.
Zero-clearance means that
no clearance is required
between the surfaces of the
fireplace walls and the floor
and walls of the house. This,
combined with the relatively
light weight of this heat ef-
ficient wood burner, means
that the fireplace can he in-
stalled almost anywhere.
Picture the rustic look of -
a fireplace in the family room
surrounded by games, family,
and big bowls of popcorn.
Imagine. the romantic at-
mosphere of a colonial fire-
place in the bedroom. And
what better way is there to
say welcome than with a
cozy, elegant fireplace in the
living room?
These do-it-yourself fire-
places are easily assembled
and installed with simple
tools. Units manufactured ts
Heatilator Fireplace of Mt.
Pleasant. Iowa use a simple
twist-and-lock system for
locking, chimney compon-
ents together for a sure. safe.
installation. To assure the
purchaser his Choice has met
rigid safety standards. Heati-
lator zero-clearance units all
cars' the Underwriters' Lab-
oratories listing and other
nationally recognized build-
ing code listings
TIRED OF THE ENERGY CRISIS?
HERE IS GOOD NEWS AND BAD
A lot of people have heard
all they want to hear about
the energy crisis. The next
thing they want to be told is
that it's over.
For these people, there is
both good news and bad. The
bad is that it won't be over
for some time to come. The
good is that it will end.
Energy experts tell us that
energy as such exists in in-
exhaustable supply. They
also tell us that there is no
shortage of fuel per se. only
of some fuels. What there is
a real shortage of is the
technological expertise to
convert "new" fuels into
working energy. There is
enough of a fuel called -deu-
terium- in the ocean. for
example, to supply virtually
all of the world's energy needs
for 100 billion years - which
is ten times the estimated
age of the universe itself.
What's missing at present, is
the technological "smarts"
to convert deuterium into
working energy. When will
such technology be perfected'?
Scientists Who are working
on it at places like Princeton,
the University of California
and MIT say maybe in 20
years. '
In addition to deuterium.
there is. of course, the sun
itself, and things like steam
from the center of the earth
and perhaps the winds and
tides.
But it will be decades be-
fore most of the new tech-
nologies can be expected to
contribute materially to the
final solution of the problem.
What can be done in the
meantime?
The Edison Electric Insti-
tute, the major organization
of the nation's investor-owned
electric utility companies,
advocates the following:
. I. Place more reliance on
the fuels we have in greatest
supply coal and uranium.
2. Conserve.
To help in the conserva-
ion effort, EE1 has devel-
oped a program known as
the "National Enew Watch,"
a program to save energy in
the home where 20 percent
of all the nation's energy is
consumed. The objectives of
N.E.W. are threefold:
I. To help reduce the drain
of fossil fuels that are in short
supply. particularly gas and
oil.
2. To help keep the need
for costly new generating
facilities as low as possible.
3. To help the homeowner
himself keep his monthly
energy bill at a minimum.
EEI points out that there
are three ways to save energy
in the home:
I. By improving the -ther-
mal envelope" • adding insu-
lation.
2. By installing more en-
ergy-efficient major applianc-
es.
3. By adopting better use
habits.
Right now, there are over
a hundred electric utility
companies involved in the
N.E.W. program from coast-
to-coast. All of them are out
soliciting homeowner mem-
bership in the program. Pro-
grams vary. according to lo-
cation, but typically, these •
are among the ways a utility
company is prepared to help
the homeowner save:
+ By advising the home-
owner of the dollar savings
that are likely to be realized
by incorporating the conser-
vation measures suggested
by N.E.W.




If the word, ohm, amp, wow
and woof sound like alphabet
spaghetti to you, chances are
!,ou'll need some help when it
is time to choose new high fi-
delity components.
For the many consumers who
do not have a background in
electronics engineering, sen-
sible advice on how to choose a
hi-ft system is appreciated.
And along comes John Waw-
zonek, an electronics engineer
and marketing manager for
Bose Corp., with just such ad-
vice.
According to Wawkonek, an
expenditure of $400 or more for
a system is required as a rule
to be sure of obtaining properly
engineered components.
"Beyond this price, you get
frills, features you will use oc-
casionally and more power,
which means you can make the
music louder," he said. And un-
Canada is the fifth largest
electrical energy producer,
following the United States,









Things you should know
about working with concrete.
When it is poured over a
large area, such as a driveway.
concrete should be reinforced
with wire mesh sold especially
for the purpose.
In mixing concrete, whether
for a complete project or a
patch, use only as much water
as needed to make the mixture
workable. Too much water
weakens the finished product.
To prevent a slippery surface
on concrete walkways. roughen
the finish with a broom or
something similar.
A thin surface of new con-
crete can be put over an old.
thick surface if a bonding ma'
terial is applied to the old fin-
ish or, in some cases, if the
binder is added to the new mix-
ture.
In repairing concrete, the
crack or other gap should be
cleaned of all loose chips or de-
bris and soaked with water be-
fore applying the patching Ma-
terial.
For large jobs, buy concrete
by the cubic yard and have it
Save Up To 60 a y.
of -Iyour heating and cooling energy
dollar. Install Nuprime thermalized
replacement windows. No expensive
bricklayer, etc to pay. Direct fac-
tory authorized dealer. Call now:
Harmon & Binkley
Construction Co.
South 4th St. (Beside Murray Drive-In 753-4124
delivered to the site; or make
your own mixture from port-
land cement, water, sand and a
coarse aggregate; or make a
mixture from portland cement,
water and sand.
For smaller jobs, use one of
the pre-mixes which require
only the addition of water, Get
a concrete mix, which includes
the coarse aggregate, when the
patch is large and may have to
bear heavy weights. Get a sand
mix for smaller patches, cracks
and on ordinary surfaces.
Probably the most important
step in a concrete project is the
"curing" of the material. This
means that it must not be
allowed to dry naturally, but
kept wet so that it can harden
to its maximum strength. Cur-
ing can take from two to seven
days, but it is best to stretch
out the curing process as long
as possible.
There are many ways to cure
concrete. It can be wet down a
couple of times a day. It can be
covered with burlap or any oth-
er material that will keep it
damp and at the same time
prevent the sun from getting
directly to it. Or it can be given
a coat of a special compound
made for preventing the mois-
ture in the mixture from evapo-
rating too quickly,
Remember that the hotter the
weather, the faster the concrete
mixture will set. Sometimes it
is advisable to hold up the start
of the project until the sun's
rays have left that immediate
area. When that is not prac-
tical, consider pouring the mix-
ture over a period of time, such
as on weekends, when working
on very large jobs.
der $400, not every manufac-
turer's units are going to be
good, he says.
Three factors determine how
good a high-fidelity system will
sound in the home, he added.
They are: the cartridge which
holds the stylus and needle on
the turntable, the speakers, and
the room in which the system
is played.
Buying a better cartridge
than usually comes with the
turntable is a good idea, unless
you are buying a very ex-
pensive turntable. "Avoid the
free cartridge that comes with
the turntable and buy one that
is slightly better," Wawzonek
advises.
When choosing speakers, try
to arrange to hear them in a
room with, at most, four pairs
of speakers set up. Making a
selection on the basis of a lis-
tening test conducted in a room
crowded with speaker boxes is
not a good idea.
"You won't be hearing the
speakers as they will sound in
your home," said Wawzonek.
If the best buys are found at
a warehouse-type store, look
for one which will allow you to
take the-speakers home and try
them, returning them for ex-
change if they don't measure
up in a home trial.
The average living room is a
good place to listen to music.
But, Nom!, with _bare, floors,
bare walls and only -U-TeW
pieces of furniture may pro-
duce a sound that is too lively,
as sound waves bounce off the
surfaces too quickly.
Too much furniture, wall and
floor coverings can create a
dead room that swallows up
sound.
If you have bare walls oppo-
site each other, you sometimes
hear an audible hiss when play-
ing music on a high-fidelity sys-
tem. To eliminate the hiss,
place a painting or other wall
decor on one wall.
Wawzonek advises owners of
new high-fidelty systems to ex-
pe r i men t with component
placement.
The quality of sound can vary
widely depending on location.
Since high-fidelty quality is
already good, Wawzonek pre-
dicts that new technology for
recording will be the next great
area of improvement. In fact,
he noted, as high-fideity com-
ponents have improved, the
shortcomings of the records
played on them have become
more evident.
Digital recording, which uses
computer technology to produce
better than usual sound, is al-
ready being used on a few
records made fe audiophiles.
Wawzonek a _gtie
that with fi years this tech-
nology wi be more widely
available on home recordings
and tapes.
niuch the suggested modern-
ization of his home will cost
+ By assisting hint in ar-
ranging loans to cuter such
costs, it desired.
+ By assisting him in ar-
ranging the modification it-
self.
+ By supplying him with
lists of state-designated sup-
pliers and contractors who
will sell the conservation
materials and install them.
Homeowners who join
N.E.W. are given a certificate
of membership and a window
decal, hut that isn't all they
get. The more tangible bene,
fits are substantial. First. a
N.E.W. member can be sure
his monthly' bills will be as
low as possible. They aren't
likely to go down, because
as long as fuel prices keep
going up. energy prieertiret -
Ilk e ly. to go in the opposite
direction. But LEI believes
that joining N.E.W. will keep
them as low as possible.
Second a homeowner who
modernizes his home under
the N.E.W. program will add
materially to its resale value.
Third, (depending on pend-
ing Federal legislation) it will
entitle him to certain tax
benefits. And fourth, as EEI
points out, it will identify the
participating homeowner as
one of the Americans who
are taking an active and
personal interest in dealing
with one of the nation's most
serious problems.
Conservation will not salve
the energy problem. It will
not add one drop of oil to
our dwindling reserves, nor
one more cubic foot of nat-
ural gas. But it will gis.:e us
time to develop the new con- .
version technologies. In a
very real sense. it is the life-
line between the problems
of today and the promise of
tomorrow.
-Interested homeowners
may join by calling their local
electric utilitycompany and
asking to speak to the Na-
tional Energy Watch repre-
sentative.
CERAMICS SHOW
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) —
"A Century of Ceramics in the
United States 18878-1978" has
opened a two-year national
tour at the Everson Museum
of Art here and will remain on"
view through Sept. 23.
The show was organized by
the Everson, which has the
most extensive collectioon. of
American ceramics in the
United States, and brings
together over 400 works in
clay by 160 artists.
It's 44 4411 '44
Oriurrs





Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets or,
GiveYour Old Cobinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
Murray 492-8837
We're a jack-of-all-trades when it
comes to remodeling.
We're equipped with a qualified team










We kraw the insurance territory
like no one else around. We
can offer you coverages such as
auto, homeowners, and health
protection at a reasonable
price . . . and back them with
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NURSE IS PINNED — Among the nine student nurses
receiving bachelor of science degrees in nursing Aug.
3 at Murray State University's summer commence-
ment exercises was Sarah Calhoun, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Calhoun, 1501 Oxford Drive, Murray.
She is shown being presented with the Murray State
University pin signifying completion of her degree re-
quirements. Placing the pin on her collar at a
candlelight ceremony preceeding the commence-
ment program is Kathy Culbert, R.N., an instructor in
the Department of Nursing at the university.
AT PINNING CEREMONY — Arletta Swain, 402
Cherry Street, Murray, is congratulated by Kathy
Culbert, R.N., an instructor, after receiving her Murray
State University pin signifying completion of her
bachelor of science in nursing degree requirements.
.Nine graduating nurses were "pinned" by the universi-
ty at a special ceremony Aug. 2 and preceeding the
school's summer commencement exercises.
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
%MON Ultra. Paaamlor Jackie Weattertard, Rosorsatioaist
Otaside Sohn Coussitaitto: trilisim S. Albseer, lileriorie M. Modor
711 Main St., Murray 753.0060 (4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON. DIRU FRI. s
9 AM TO 1 PM SATURDAY
We Write Air Tickets For AN Airlines While You Wait
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES! 
We Honor The Some Credit Cords
The Airlines Do! Such As...
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
"Ow "OW "OW "OW MOW Neil
1979 Chevrolet Scottsdale
Four wheel drive, red, power steering and
brakes, air, AM-FM, bumper guards, under 6,000
miles. 86,850.
cal minim
SIERVIC4 PAWS GM 
Keep That Great GM Feeling
(214116k1. martin mon Dream With Genuine GM PIrts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
 4
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ENJOY "REGAL RELAXATION"
BY THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS BEACI-1-
Come to the KING'S INN RESORT MOTEL teaturing
three oceancicle pools, pool bar, coffee shop. lounge with
live entertainment, a game room and much, much more'
Treat yourself to a royal vacation Enioy the sun and tun
ot Daytona Beach Let us serve you at the KING'S INN
RESORT MOTEL
"200 ROOMS OF FUN"
TOLL FREE - 14004744970
Or Give Us A Call at 255-5375
1000 N. ATLANTIC AVE.
DAYTONA BEACH
Lt.)
AT PINNING EfREMONY — Debra Kay Ransom-T, 3-13-Th
Kirkwood Drive, Murray, was one of nine student
nurses receiving bachelor of science degrees in nurs-
ing at Murray State University's summer commence-
ment exercises Aug. 3. The preceeding evening, each
was presented with a Murray State University pin signi-
fying the achievement. Placing the pin on her uniform
collar is Kathy Culbert, R.N., an instructor in the
Department of Nursing at Murray State. The wife of
Charles W. Ransom and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Owen L. Lynch, she graduated with honors and was a
member of the ktSU Honor Society in Nursing.
Eight Of Nine Lives Still Intact
Brandenburgh May Feel He Is
Doing The Personnel Shuffle
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
State Police Commissioner
Ken Brandenburgh may feel
as though he's doing a new
dance — the personnel shuffle.
Last week he announced
four major personnel changes
within the police agency.
"And there will be several
more changes over the next
few months...," Bran-
denburgh said Monday.
The moves were touched off
by an unusually large number
of high-ranking officers
retiring. Brandenburgh said
that is the result of the state
agency reaching its 30th birth-
day last year.
Police officers have to retire
when they reach age 55, or
they may retire after 30 years
of service if they are younger
than 55.
"The agency is 31 years old,
so we artr retiring the first
generation of police officers,"
Brandenburgh said. "The
initial officers hired in those
early years are attaining
retirement age and or 30 years
service."
Since many of the retirees
have high ranks and com-
mand positions, Bran-
denburgh said each time one
is replaced it opens up a
couple more positions.
The police commissioner
announced last week that
Capt. Don Powers, com-
mander of the post at
Pikeville, would move to
central headquarters in
Frankfort to become com-
mander of the supply division
upon the retirement of Capt.
W.O. Newman.




Brandenburgh Said he had
promised Sword, a native of
Cat Survives Backyard Burial
CLARKSTON, Wash. ( AP )
— The Arnold Davidson
family buried their pet kitten.
Buddy, beneath an apple tree
in the , backyard. Five days
later, Buddy was back — eight
of his nine lives still intact.
"We thought he broke his
neck or, spine," Jerrie
Davidson said.
"There was an accident and
he was hurt. There was no
pulse and no bleeding, so we
took him out, put him in a box
and buried him, like you do
when a cat dies," she ex-
plained.
The family was so certain
Buddy was dead they didn't
contact a veterinarian.
"The cat showed absolutely
no sign of life. In fact, Arnold
claims Buddy was starting to
get stiff when he put him in the
box," Mrs. Davidson said.
The family selected a sturdy
box for Buddy's coffin earlier
this month. Five days later, 8-
year-old Barbette Davidson
said she was picking apples
when she heard it — a weak
"meow."
"I didn't believe her. I'm out
in that area where we buried
him several times a day and I
heard absolutely nothing,"
Mrs. Davidson said.
But Barbette and her sister,
Kelly, 12, rushed to the
gravesite. They unearthed a
wobbly, hungry, thirsty — but
alive — yellow kitten.
"Nobody believes me when I
tell them about our cat, and I
Testimony Begins Today
In Barren KKK Trial
GLASGOW, 'Ky. AP.1 —
Testimony was slated to begin
today in Barren Circuit Court
in the murder-conspiracy trial
of two Ku Klux Klan members
and two other men.
The jury was 'chosen
Monday and the trial then was
recessed for the day.
Sherman Adams, grand
dragon of the Klan in Ken-
tucky: state Klan secretary
John Palmore, and brothers
Ketry Wyatt, 25, and Tony
Wyatt, 20, both of Glasgow,
are charged witn conspiracy
to murder a prosecution
witness in a Bullitt County
case.
The four were indided by a'
Barren County grand jury
March 29. They all have
pleaded innocent.
Adams allegedly met with
sieveral persons here Jan. 14
and discussed killing brothers
David and Kenny Bush of
Barren County.
The case indirectly stems
from an incident last
December in which Adams
allerdly arranged to have
David Bush and five other
Barren County men beat two
ARONSON SHOW
NEW YORK , (gP) — The
work of American artist David
Aronson is on view at the
Jewish Museum and the
National Academy of Design
through Sept. 4. Some 140
paintings, drawings and
sculpture are being shown.
Shepherdsville men
The six Barren County men
were arrested shortly after,
the beatings. The charges
against David Bush were
reduced in return for his
agreement to testify against
Adams. He received a
suspended sentence.
Adams was arrested by
Bullitt County authorities on
two charges in connection
with the beatings.
One was a obarge of
arranging to have the Barren
County men beat the
Shepherdsville men. That
case is scheduled to be tried
next month in Hardin Circuit
Court on a change of venue.
The second was a charge of
terroristic threatening, for
which Adams was found guilty
Jan. 16 in Bullitt District
Court. Adams was fined $500
and sentenced to a year in jail.
He is appealing the conviction.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscriben rim hate not
novosi Am* boomo-da6sontil
copy of The Alarm Lesiva
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In Roses color advertisement for
Back-To-School, August 15th, we have
shown a barbell set and bench for
$18.88. This is in errqr and should read
$18.88 each and not be confused as be-
ing both for this price. We apologize
for any inconvenience this may cause
you our customer.




"It's possible, if the cat was
in a comatose-type state
where breathing and
metabolic processes were
severely reduced," said Dr.
Richard Nelson, in charge of




"It would have been like a
bear in hibernation," he said
Monday.
The veterinarian added that
Buddy probably lived because
his injuries produced the
comatose state. Had he been
healthy when buried, he would
have had no chance of sur-
viving.
And Buddy? Mrs. Davidson
says he doesn't like to be alone
now.
"He's just fine, like he was
before, except he acts like he
craves human com-
panionship. You sit down and
he's just right there. He
follows you around and just
won't let you alone."
Pike County and a former
commander of the Ashland
post, last year that he would
return him to a post in eastern
Kentucky as soon as possible.
That move left Sword's old
job open, which was filled by
one of his deputies, Maj. W.O.
Bradley, who was in charge of
the field command for the
eastern part of the state.
Maj. Ken VanHoose, in
charge of special services,
assumes Bradley's old job,
while no replacement has
been named yet for VanHoose.
"If you can keep all of that
straight, you are doing better
than I am,", Brandenburgh
joked with a reporter.
Brandenburgh said six more
captains will reach the
mandatory retirement age by
the end of the fiscal year next
June 30. He said that two
lieutenants, a sergeant and
nine troopers will also either
turn 55 or have put in 30 years
of service.
The other captains reaching
retirement age include three
post commanders — Capt.
Ray McCarty at Mayfield,
Capt. R.L. Moberly at Frank-
fort and Capt. L.G. Boucher at
Columbia.
Also retiring during this
fiscal year will be Capt.
Winston Kuykendall, head of
data processing; Capt. Leo
Reynolds, commander of
general investigations and
Capt. Billy Sherrard, head of




Madisonville post, will replace
Kuykendall, with Capt. David
Fulks, head of general in-
vestigations at Henderson,
replacing Roach.
Roach will come to Frank-
fort in mid-September and
work with Kuykendall until he
retires Nov. 1. Replacements
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Walters Agreement Results in Few Repairs Says Attorney GeneralLOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
An agreement by Jim Walter
Homes 15 months ago to pay
for repairs needed by as many
as 850 homes built by the firm
in Kentucky has resulted in
few repairs and, small cash
settlements to homeowners.
Both the homebuilding firm
and state Attorney General
Robert Stephens maintain
that the order, agreed to by
the parties in April 1978, has
been a good one for owners of
Jim Walter homes. The ab-
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costs, a Jim Walter
spokesman adds, simply
proves the company does not
build shoddy homes.
But sonic of the affected
homeowners and several
lawyers familiar with the
order say it has allowed the
firm to defer or avoid some
needed repairs. They said
that, in some cases, the firm
has been able to forgo direct
cash payments by instead
reducing the mortgage rate
charged by its finance sub-
sidiary,
As of July 27, roughly 160 of
the 857 Walter homes
potentially. covered by the
agreement had not been in-
spected by a two-person team
7 a Walter executive and an .
engineer working for the state
— required by the order. Poor
weather last winter
blamed for the delay.
Although Jim Walter has
built homes in every county in
Kentucky, most of the
problems that led to the
agreement involved homes in
east Kentucky, where the
winter was particularly
severe.
To date Jim Walter Homes,
a unit of Jim Walter Corp. in
Tampa, Fla., has paid claims
in Kentucky on about 150
homes totaling about $75,000.
In contrast, private legal
action in Texas involving
about 160 Walter homes
Judge Tells How




FORT WORTH, Texas IAP)
— A soft-spoken Texas judge
is telling a jury how he posed
as a dead man in an FBI
scenario that led to the arrest
of millionaire Cullen Davis.
Prosecutors contend it was
a snapshot of the "slain"
judge that convinced Davis
last summer to hand over
.$25:000 to a former friend,
David McCrory, who turned
informer. .
Minutes later, officers
arrested Davis and charged
him with soliciting the murder
of Judge Joe Eidson.
Eidson, 61, then the judge
presiding over the Davis
divorce case, was the leadoff
witness Monday in the mur-
der-for-hire retrial of the Fort
Worth industrialist. He was to
continue his testimony today.
Davis, 45, testified
previously that he was never
shown the snapshot of Eidsop
and that the $25,000 was"
money he had been holding for
McCrory for "safekeeping."
The jury in the original trial
could not reach a verdict and a
mistrial was declared.
Davis says he was framed
by his ex-wife, Priscilla, 38,
from whom he was divorced
last spring after Eidson had
removed himself from the
case.
Prosecutors endeavored
Monday to establish a motive
for the judge's murder.
Eidson told the jury he
appeared once as a state
witness against Davis and that
the defendant's attorneys in
February 1978 sought his
removal from the divorce
case.
"I did not step aside," he
said.
Prosecutor Jack Strickland
said in his opening statement
that it was after Eidson's
refusal to reliquish
jurisdiction that Davis
allegedly decided to "take
matters into his own hands."
Strickland saki Davis was
convinced Eidson was
"leaning" toward Priscilla
Davis and her attorneys in his
divorce rulings and "had to be
removed from the case at any
cost."
The evidence will show,
Strickland said, that Davis
commanded cr induced
McCrory to find a hit man to
kill Eidson and others.
Instead, McCrory, 41, the
state's key witness, contacted
a friend who put him in touch
with the FBI.
w4k.•
With a -recorder hidden
beneath his clothing, McCrory
met with Davis twice last
August and discussed the
murders of Eidson and other
purported enemies.
The FBI viodeotaped the
second meeting, and it is that
film and the recordings that
form the heart of the state's
case.





Hector P. Gonzalez, a
lawyer from south Texas who
has been involved in legal
action against Jim Walter
Homes, claimed that defects
have averaged $8,000 in in the
roughly 300 homes examined
by professionals in connection
with the lawsuits.
In Kentucky, cash refunds
to Walter homeowners have
averaged about $224 apiece to
about 130 claimants, ac-
cording to records provided by
the attorney general's office.
The relatively small cost of
the Kentucky program to the
building company "certainly
justifies our contention that
we are not a builder of shoddy
homes," said John Cassato, a
vice president of the Jim
Walter Corp.
Cassato said his firm build
according to similar plans and
used similar procedures
across the nation, including
Texas and Kentucky. He said
Gonzalez's estimate that the
cost of repairs for Walter
homes in Texas averaged
$8,000 was "absurd." Cassato-
said he could not provide such
estimates of average repair
costs;
"Our contention is that we




general, disagreed with those
lawyers who stif the
agreement has allowedWaltee
Homes a relatively painless
way out of the dispute.
"I think overall it has becui
very successful case,
Stephens said.
Stephens said he believes
the agreement between his
office and the building com-
pany — which came within
three months after the agency
filed suit against the firm —
was in the best interests of the
state's consumers.
"The best evidence of a good
settlement is that people are
accepting it. If it isn't a fair
settlement they wouldn't
accept it," but would file
private actions against the
firm, Stephens said.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert C.
Bugg own a Walter home in
Grayson County. Mrs. Bugg
explained that they were
disappointed in the settlement
they were offered, but ac-
cepted it anyway.
Their home, which is a
resort cottage, was built in
1973 "and started shaking
right away," she said.
"We fought Jim Walter for
years over it," but got little
response, Mrs. Bugg said.
After the attorney general's
settlement with the company
her home was visited by in-
spectors, who determined that
foundation pilings and floor
joists were improperly
erected.
Walter agreed to replace
.one piling, and give the Buggs
lumber for cross bracings,
and make a $450 cash payment
to pay for the repairs
"We don't know whether it
will do the job. We accepted
because we felt, with the at-
torney general's office being
present. . .there was no other
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You're part of a trend—a major trend—that's sweeping across America: physicalfitness. You want to stay in shape. Feel good. Look good. And Diet Pepsi's part of thattrend. Diet Pepsi-Cola has the taste that's changing the taste of America. Just onecalorie in twelve ounces. And sugar-free. You're drinking Diet Pepsi—and it shows!
STORE COUPON
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He could, with the exception
of Joe Fulks, already be the
most famous athlete ever at
Murray, says one Murray
State official. And Vernon
Broadnax has been a Racer
for just a year.
A teammate offers a reason
for Broadnax's notability.
"How many times do you go
up against someone who's
been in Ripley's Believe It Or
Not?" asks Laid Atkinson. a
defensive tackle from Rock
Valley Junior College.
"Just publicity-wise, he's
worth his weight in gold,"
says Murray State football
coach Mike Gottfried,
tongue-in-cheek. Gottfried,
like the rest of the Racer
coaching staff, has no doubts
about the ability of Broadnax
now. But a year ago...
"When he came in at 410 last
year, we kind of tried to cover
our faces, because we thought
we might have made a
mistake," admits assistant'
coach Dan Walker, who, along
with Bill Baldrige, played the
largest role in Broacinax's
coming to Murray.
A few schools were in-
terested in Broadnax as he
neared the end of his stay at
Xenia, Ohio, High School, but
most more for his wrestling
ability than his football skills.
•'We saw some films on
him," Walker says, "and I
was impressed with his
takeoff and his stance: both
were solid." Walker had a
contact in Xenia High
assistant coach Ed Migriery,
and he and Baldridge were
able to lure Broadnax to
Murray.
"When he came in so heavy,
we put him at the bottom of
the depth chart and waited to
see how that would affect.
him," Walker says. It was
then that Broadnax began to
show how hard he can work,
on and off the field.
He eventually sweated his
way down to 380 pounds and a
starting spot as an offensive
tackle, a position he now holds
as Murray entered its second
day of workouts today.
Broadnax reported in last
weekend at 397, but Walker
points out that it's 13 pounds
better than a year ago.
"Vernon knows he has got to
lose weight, but he can't do it
to the extent of making
himself weak."
Offensive coordinator John
Behling, in his first season as
a Murray coach, hasn't seen
Broadnax perform under
game conditions, but he's
already impressed with his
attitude. "Vernon's a leader,
but by example. He's really
inspires the younger players
by sincerely trying to be
helpful.
"And I can tell you that with
he and ( 6-2, 220 tight end Kris
Robbins coming around end
together, it's absolutely
awesome." .
At the completion of the
Racers' evening practice
yesterday, Broadnax greets
an announcement that he is
wanted for an interview with a
sigh and a roll of his eyes. Is
he already weary with the
publicity he brings upon
himself? .
"It doesn't really bother me
that people are alwaj:s asking
Cards' Superstar Becomes 14th To Achieve Feat
me how much I weigh,"
Broadnax says. "But I hope
that sooner or later, they start
noticing that I can block and
do other things that all football
players do, not just stand out
there."
Broadnax was chosen pre-
season all-conference at
tackle, and one of his goals is
to live up to that billing. "I'm
looking toward a professional
football career, but I know I'll
have to get down around 310 or
320," the 6-6 Broadnax says.
-His quickness is really
surprising," says Brian Crall,
a juco transfer from Rock
Valley and one of two leading
candidates for the quar-
terback spot. "He seems to be
able to all the things a smaller
player can do."
"He finished the mile today,
he actually sprinted in," says
Gottfried. "That's already an
improvement over last year. I
knew he would report in
anywhere between 350 and
800, but I wasn't worried. I
know he will work it off."
As an eighth-grader,
Broadnax was already 6-2 and
250. "I've always been big,
and I've always wanted to
play football. I feel like I'm
getting closer to my goals
every day."
But he says a killer attitude
isn't necessary to achieve
success on the field. "I don't
go out there with the idea of
breaking anybody's neck. I
just want to get the job done
that I'm supposed to do."
"I can tell you how strong he
is," says Atkinson, who, at 6-3 •
and 205 pounds, is no
pushover. -Once I met him
head on, and I thought my
momentum stopped him. But I
had moved five yards back-
wards in the meantime."
The Racers listed five
seniors on their roster in the
spring, but one, Doug Shelton.
a Murray High graduate.
didn't report this week.
The other seniors are 6-0
linebacker Tony Boone, 6-0
offensive lineman Reggie
Pope, 6-0 receiver Sonny
Burnett -and 6-1 guard Steve
Maxwell.
Lamp Pitch Awakens Brock To No. 3,000
By PAUL LeBAR
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS — At a time
when Lou Brock's attention
had begun to fade, a fastball
from Dennis Lamp under the
chin served to awaken the
aging superstar.
The message Lamp
delivered to the 40-year-old St.
Louis Cardinals outfielder
spurred him to his 3,000th
career hit in the fourth inning
against the Chicago Cubs
Monday night.
One curveball later, Brock
blasted a rocket off the
fingertips of the tall right-
hander and scurried to first
base as the ball rolled into foul
territory toward third and
pandemonium swept Busch
Stadium.
Earlier, needing two hits,
Brock stirred a throng of
44,457 to a near frenzy of
anticipation by blooping a
single off Lamp to left field in
the first inning.
A rising crescenditnaf the
familiar chant "Lou, Lou,
Lou" filled the air as Brock
opened the Cards' fourth by
looking at a called strike and
falling behind 0-2, foul-tipping
a second pitch.
Cautiously, Lamp wasted a
pitch to the outside of the plate
before selecting his next
delivery. Brock accepted the
knockdown, arose slowly and
connected squarely with a
drive which caused Lamp to
leave the game with severe
bruises.
"I had to go after him,"
Lamp said following the
contest which Brock left at the
start of the fifth, following a
series of standing ovations
and a 16-minute ceremony at
first base.
•
• 'I think he'd rather have me
go after him tough than have
me lay one in there," Lamp
said. "It was a curve ball.
Maybe not where I wanted it,
but a good pitch. His 3,000th?
I'm not ashamed to have given
it up."
Brock's historic hit
established him as the second
St. Louis player and only the
14th in major league history to
reach the lofty milestone.
And, by fate, it came against
the club that traded him away
in 1964.
"I waited 19 years for this. It
couldn't have come at a much
better time, inasmuch as it
was against the team that I
started with," he said.
"I think the only thing that
really distracted me was the
fastball under the chin. It sort
of jolted me back to reality. It
was close. After that, it made
McGee, Snead Admit Second
Place A Comfortable Feeling
By the Associated Press
WETHERSFIELD, Conn. —
The one place you don't want
to be as the final round of the
Sammy Davis Jr.Greater
Hartford Open begins is in the
lead.
That's the assessment of
Wuests Compete
In Marathon
TELL CITY, Ind. — Dr. Ron
Wuest and daughter Stephanie
recorded impressive showings
in the second-annual Sch-
weizer Festival six-mile road
race last weekend.
Wuest finished second in the
40-49 men's division, while
Stephanie, 10, finished fourth
in the women's 18-and-under
division.
Members of the Murray
Marathoners will compete in a
marathon during the Banana
Festival in Fulton Saturday.
two veteran golfers who, oddly
enough, are in second place,
one stroke behind the leaders.
-This is the hardest course
on the tour to lead," said Jerry
McGee, who is at 11-under-par
202 after three rounds at the
Wethersfield Country Club.
The problem, according to
McGee and J.C. Snead, is the
length of the par 71 course —
6,534 yards — which is the
shortest on the PGA tour.
"If your putter isn't hot,
you're in trouble. You're going
to get overhauled," said
McGee, who won the Kemper
Open two months ago.
Agreeing with McGee
Monday after three rounds of
the $300,000 tourney was
Snead, who shared second
place with him.
"Anybody can shoot a 62 or
63 and blow everybody out,"
said Snead, who had led the
rain-delayed tournament for
nearly three days.
"You just better have the
lead coming into the last hole
SPECIAL
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
August 14,15 and 16
Broasted
Chicken Dinner Reg. $3.25 $29 5
(Regular Order Only)
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and hold it," said the 37-
yearold Snead.
Even the leaders, George
Cadle and Jack Renner, were
unimpressed by their front-
running position going into
today's final 18 holes. They
both shot 66s Monday for 12-
under-par 201.
"Right now, all I want to do
is go out early, hit some good
shots and see what happens,"
said the 23-year-old Renner,
whose best finish was third
place at the Tournament of
Champions. "If I'm leading on
the last hole, I'll start to think
about it y winning I."
Cadle, who's still looking for
his first tour victory, was
philosophical about leading a
tournament going into the
final day. "There are a lot of
guys bunched in there, so it's
anybody's ball game."
Cadle was the first-round
leader, shooting a tournament
record 62. But he soared to a 73
in the second round, which
was delayed 25 hours by a
violent storm.
Yet on Monday, Cadle
pluyed "a real solid round. I
hit every green and had only
31 putts, which is good for
me."
Renner's putting moved him
into contention. He sank four
of 20 feet or more in Monday's
round, including one on the
18th hole to tie Cadle.
But he maintained he isn't
playing well tee-to-green.
"I've probably made a few
more putts than the rest of the
guys and that's why I'm where
I'm at," he said.
Tied in fifth spot at 10-
underpar after 54 holes were
Jim Dent and Joe Inman.
me realize that I wasn't
concentrating as I'd have to."
Brock's 3,000th hit climaxed
an uphill climb to a target of
100 for a season he announced
early would be his last.
"Any time you can or-
chestrate your own exodus, I
think you owe it to yourself,"
Brock said. "Thankfully,.
that's the way it's happened." •
Brock said Al Kaline, who
reached the 3,000 plateau in
1974, planted the seed of
ambition which would later
bear fruition.
"He said, 'You've got a
chance,— Brock recalled. "He
was right. The last couple of
years have been tough. I
always wanted to go out in a
blaze of glory. Right now, it
looks like I'm going to take
advantage of the op-
portunity."
Pete Rose was the most
recent addition to the 3,000
club, joining the ranks last
year. Before that, there were
Kaline and the late Roberto
Clemente, who reached it in






What can be more dramatic
in a baseball game than a two-
out home run in the top of the
ninth?
One in the bottom of the
ninth.
Both Kansas City and
Milwaukee provided those late
theatrics Monday night, with
the Brewers getting the last
laugh on pinch-hitter Ben
Oglivie's homer.
"Once he (Kansas City
pitcher Dan Quisen berry got
behind, I knew if I got a good
cut I'd have a good chance to
hit it out," Oglivie said after
giving the Brewers a 5-4





dramatic homer came not
long after Amos Otis-provided
the same kind of late lighting
for the Royals in the top of the
inning.
Elsewhere in the American
league, Chicago defeated
Baltimore 7-0; Boston edged
Minnesota 6-5; New York
defeated Texas 3-2; Detroit
trimmed California 5-3:
Cleveland blanked Seattle 6-0
and Toronto beat Oakland 4-2
White Sox 7, Orioles 0 -
Lamar Johnson doubled to
ignite a four-run Chicago
fourth inning and singled
home a run in the seventh as
the White Sox defeated
Baltimore on a fivehitter bj
Steve Trout.
Jim Palmer, Baltimore's
three-time Cy Young Award
winner coming off the
disabled list, made a ran,
relief appearance in the last
two innings and gave up
Chicago',a4ast run on a homer
by Greg Pryor in the ninth:
Red Sox 6, Twins 5 — Butch
Hobson belted a home run off
relief star Mike Marshall with
two out in the eighth inning,
lifting Boston over Minnesota.
Hobson connected off Mar-
shall after Fred Lynn had
capped a four-run Boston
seventh with a two-run homer
off Minnesota starter Dave
Goltz to tie the score at 5-5.
The Twins had taken a 5-0
lead in the first inning before
the Red Sox battled back to tie
the score. Jim Rice had his
31st homer in the fourth before
the four-run Boston seventh.
Yankees 3, Rangers 2 —
Oscar Gamble delivered a solo
home run in the third inning
and a tie-breaking RBI single
in the eighth, lifting Ron
Guidry and New York over
Texas.
Tigers 5, Angels 3 — Lou
Whitaker's three-run double
with two out in the sixth inning
rallied Detroit over California
and Nolan Ryan. Ryan,
making his first start since he
pulled a muscle in his right
elbow in New York on July 25,
carried a 2-0 lead into the
sixth.
Indians 6, Mariners 0 _
Mike Hargrove and Bobby
Bonds belted home runs to
back Rick Wise's five-hit
pitching As Cleveland beat
Seattle. Hargrove delivered a
two-run shot in the second,
and Bonds added a solo homer
in the third off Seattle starter
Floyd Bannister, 6-12.
Blue Jays 4, A's 2 — Tim
Johnson drove in two runs and
right-hander Claude "Butch"
Edge hurled 6 2-3 innings of
shutout ball in his major








Vernon Broadnax, gesturing on the sidelines during a Murray State practice yesterday,
hopes to live up to his preseason all-Ohio Valley Conference billing at offensive tackle.
Rosey
Pete Says Phillies Still Have
Plenty Of Time To Win NI East
By the Associated Press
CINCINNATI — Pete Rose,
the only Philadelphia Phillies
regular who hasn't been in-
jured this year, is amazed at
his team's bad luck jn the
health department.
"I think analyzing our in-
jury list tells the story," said
Rose, who played 16 years
with the Cincinnati Reds.
The Phillies and Reds open
a two-game series here
tonight. Bill Bonham, 6-5,
pitches for Cincinnati, against
the Phillies' Steve Carlton. 11-
9.
"We've had 15 guys on the
disabled list and six of them
had broken bones. Injuries are
just a part of the game, but in
the 17 years I've played, I've
never been on a team with so
many broken bones," said
Rose, whose team is trying to
catch the Pittsburgh Pirates
in the National League East.
The Reds, who will start
George Foster in left field for
the first time since he came
off the injured list, trail the
Houston Astros in the National
League Western Division by
4i-2 games.
Rose refused to blame the
team's pitching problems as
the Phillies trailed Pittsburgh
by seven games going into
Monday night's game.
"Most teams having the
adversity that we've had
would be 15 or 18 games out.
Just look at what happened to
the Dodgers," who won the
pennant last season.
"But we still have 44 games
to go so there's a lot of time
left. What people don't realize
is Pittsburgh still has a 17-
game road trip left.
"We're not in a bad position.
Only one or two games
separate the fifth and third-
place teams. So it doesn't take
that much to -make up
ground," said Rose.
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Connie Hawkins,The Legend,Not
Bitter About Shortened Career
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
He is, quite frankly, a
legend, pure and simple..
In the teeming playgrounds
,)1 New York City, where
basketball is treated as
something of a religion,
Connie Hawkins remains the
high priest of the sport.
They still talk about him in
hushed tones and wonder just
how good he might have been.
In the summer leagues in
Harlem where players -outdo
one another with acrobatic
dunk shots and moves that
border on magic, they still
remember the Hawk and how
basketball squandered his
talent.
Connie Hawkins was 27
years old when he got to the
National Basketball
Association in 1969 - a rather
advanced age for a rookie-A.
decade passed from the time
he was the best high school
basketball player in New York
until he was allowed in the
NBA. The years in between
were spent in a limbo created
by the rulers of the game who
decided that Connie Hawkins
shouldn't be allowed • to play
their sport.
Meet Hawkins today and
you are impressed by what an
articulate man he is. But in
1960, he was , a semi-literate
teenager. caught in the web of
the college basketball fixing
scandal, implicated by in-
nuendo and painted with the
broad brush that kept him out
of the game he was so good at.
He had been plucked out of
the University of Iowa by the
Manhattan district attorney,
brought home to answer
questions about some men
who tinkered with point
spreads.
"I knew the people they
were asking about," he said.
But that's all, We had talked
basketball. I talked basketball
with a lot of people."
He was accused of being an
intermediary, of introducing
players to gamblers. "It was a
lie," he said.
Hawkins was victimized
because he couldn't defend
himself. He was not exactly
sophisticated in those days.
"Sophisticated?" he laughed.
".Hell no, I wasn't
sophisticated. I was 17 and I
was damned scared."
The investigators
questioned him for two weeks.
His story was checked and
rechecked and finally he was
permitted to return to Iowa.
When he got there, Iowa
wasn't interested anymore.
He had been implicated. The
fact that he was cWired-
meant nothing. Iowa couldn't
take a chance, and neither
could anybody else.
"I went home to Brooklyn,
but I couldn't get into a
game," he said. "Even in the
schoolyarda, guys were afraid
to be seen with me, afraid
they'd be linked to the scandal
through me."
The irony of it was that
Connie Hawkins was clean. He
had been cleared of any in-
volvement. But the im-
plication was there and it was
enough to freeze him out of the
game.
For four years, Hawkins
played with the the Harlem
Globetrotters, barnstorming
with them, playing on the
fringes of organized
basketball. Then came the
American Basketball League
and the Pittsburgh Rens, a
pretty long jump shot away
from the NBA, which had
barred him for life.
Blackballed is a harsh term
but that's exactly what had
happened to Connie Hawkins.
There are two things you
can do in that situation -
accept it or fight it. Even-
tually, Hawkins decided to
fight.
In 1964, he filed a $6-million
antitrust suit. The law in
America, however,
sometimes moves with painful
deliberation and Hawkins
began to believe that the suit
would stretch beyond his
productive basketball years.
"There were times," he said,
"when i thought it would
never be resolved."
But in 1969 an out-of-court
settlement was reached.
Hawkins walked away with a
hefty cash award and the right
to play, at last, with the big
boys in the NBA.
"The money didn't matter,"
he said. "It was nice, sure, but
I was so glad to have a chance
to play."
Hawkins had an ab-
breviated seven-year career,
playing in Phoenix, Los
Kngeles and Atlanta. He
averaged 16.5 points per game
and played in four All-Star
games. It was a taste of what
might have been.
Today, Hawkins is retired,
living in Pittsburgh. There is
no bitterness in him over what
went before. try to accept
things for what they are," he
said. "When I was younger, I
didn't have the wisdom of
maturity."
Last weekend, the NBA
Players Association launched
a "Give Something .Back,"
program of clinics and
exhibitions designed to thank
fans for their support of the
game.
Hawkins was at the top of
the guest list.
It was an ironic reversal for
the man who had to sue his
way into the league.
Tekulve Wary Despite Easy Pittsburgh Victory Over Phils
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Kent Tekulve, the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates relief ace, can
remember when the tables
were turned, and he's not
counting anyone out of the
National League East
Division race yet - least of all
the Philadelphia Phillies.
The Pirates completed their
four-game series at
Philadelphia Monday night,
winning 9-1 and taking three of
the crucial games. The loss
left the Phils, the defending
division champions, eight
games back. The Montreal
Expos, who also lost Monday,
are 2it back.
"The situation was the same
last year," said Tekulve, who
pitched the last two innings of
the series-ender. "Remember
about this time last year, we
played two big series with the
Phillies, and they beat -us
good.
Houston, the West Division
leader, meanwhile, was
helping Pittsburgh open up the
East with a 4-1 victory over
the Expos behind the pitching
prowess of big J.R. Richard.
In the only other NL game
Monday night, Lou Brock
distinguished himself with his
3,000th career hit, singling
twice in St. Louis' 3-2 victory
over the Chicago Cubs.
Astros 4, Expos 1 - Richard
collected his fifth consecutive
victory with a five-hitter,
striking out seven. At one
point, Richard, 12-11, retired
19 straight Montreal batters.
Jeff Leonard scored three
runs and drove in a fourth with
two singles and a double for
Houston, which now leads
Cincinnati by 41,2 games in the
NI, West.
Terry Puhl singled home
one run and Art Howe's double
scored another in the fourth.
and Houston added two more
runs in the fifth on RBI hits by
Leonard and Jose Cruz.
Cards 3, Cubs 2 - Brock
singled in the first inning off
Cubs right-hander Dennis
Lamp for his 2,999th career
hit, and his milestone hit came
in the fourth on a 2-2 pitch
from Lamp.
The hit struck Lamp on the
right hand, bounded back
toward the third base line, and
Brock was on easily. Lamp
left the game with a severely
bruised hand.
It was Garry Templeton's
sacrifice fly in the ninth,
however, that gave the Cards
their victory. An RBI double
by Larry Biittner and a
sacrifice fly by Mike Vail had
tied it 2-2 in the Cubs seventh.
By the Associated Press
RICHMOND, Va. - Two-
time Wimbledon champion
Martina Navratilova needed
just 24 minutes Monday night
for a 6-0, 6-0 rout of Marita
Redondo in the first round of a
woman's tennis tournament.
Diane Fromholtz ot
Australia turned back Terry
Holladay 7-6, 6-3, and
Australian Wendy Turnbull
required just 40 minutes for a
6-1, 6-1 romp over Betty Stove
of The Netherlands. Eighth-
seeded Regina Marsikova of
Czechoslovakia turned back
Lele Forood 7-6, 0-6, 6-4.
TORONTO - Jaime Fillol
Brock's first single came
after Templeton had singled
and sent the fleet leadoff hitter
to third. Templeton then
scored on a grounder by Keith
Hernandez.
of Chile upset fourth-seeded
Harold Solomon 3-6, 7-5, 6-2 in
a first-round singles match at
the Canadian Open tennis
championships.




In other men's matches,
Brian Teacher defeated
Rejean Genois of Canada 7-6,
6-0, Mike Grant downed
Robert Bettauer of Canada 6-
3, 6-4, Dominique Bedel of
France defeated Derek Segal
of Canada 6-2, 7-5 and Paul
Kronk of Australia downed










Boston 6, Minnesota 5
Chicago 7, Baltimore 0
New York 3, Texas 2
Milwaukee 5, Kansas City 4
Detroit 5, California 3
Toronto 4, Oakland 2
Cleveland 6. Seattle 0
Toesday's Games
Minnesota :Redfern 6-1: at Boston
Eckersley. 15-5 or Tudor 0-0:
Chicago ;Wortharn 12-11J at Baltunore
(Stone 9-7i, n
Texas .; Medich 5-61 at New York (Tient
8-6;, n
Kansas City (Leonard 8-8) at Mil-
waukee ;Caldwell 11-5), n
Detroit (Robbins 1-11 at California
(Aase 8-71, n
Toronto (Huffman 4-13) at Oakland
(Morgan 24i, n
Cleveland r Waits 11-909 at Seattle
(0.Jone, n
By the Associated Press
WILMINGTON, Ohio -
Center Blair Bush talks like a
veteran but he has youth on
his mind when he ponders the
future of the Cincinnati
Bengals in the National
Football League.
"It's got to be a team of the
future, with all the young
people we have," Bush said.
"At the same time, I feel we
can be a team right now. It
started to happen at the end of
last year."
Bush, who missed the
Bengals' preseason game
Saturday because' of back
spasms, has more experience
than most second year
players. After being drafted in
the first round of the 1978
college draft, he earned a
starting job in his rookie
season at Cincinnati.
"I'd like to say we can beat
everybody, but there are so
many things you just can't
predict," said Bush, aware
that injuries can decimate a
team the way the Bengals
were crippled last season en
route to a 4-12 record.
"The core of the team is
really only about 30 people. If
something happens to only
three of them, that's 10 per-
cent. Think how any business
would run if all of a sudden it
lost 10 percent of its top
people."
Bush is aware of the im-
portance general manager
Paul Brown puts on building a
team from the middle. Only
one player, Bob Johnson who
retired after last season,
preceded Bush at center in the
team's 11-year history, and
17 71 .396 21's
Manday's Games
F1ttsburgh 9. Philadelphia I
St Louis 3, Chicago 2
Houston 4, Montreal 1
Only games scheduled
Tieaday's Games
San Francisco (Curtis 7-7: at Chicago
Krakow 9-7i
San Diego D'Acquisto 8-9; at Pitts-
burgh (Candenna 104i, n
New York (Ellis 24) at Atlanta (Brixxo-
lara $4), n
Montreal (B.Lee 10-9( at Houston (An-
do:jar 114i, n
Las Angeles Hooton 10-8 ( at St Louis
(Denny n
Philadelphia (Car/ton 11-9( at Cincinnati
:Bonham 64), n
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco at Chicago
San Diego at Pittsburgh. n
New York at Atlanta, n
Los Angeles at St. Lows, n
Montreal at Houston, n
Philadelohia at Cincinnati. n
he, too, was a first-round draft
choice.
"I know it's important to
have somebody in the middle
who can control the tempo of
the game," Bush said quietly.
"I think I'm beginning to be
able to do that. We also have
three guys on the offensive
line who have another year of
experience - me, Mark
Donahue and Mike Wilson -
and that will make us better.
-Vern (eight-year veteran
offensive tackle Vern
Holland) helps out. He's
probably our leader. I respect
him because he thinks well
and doesn't get burned very
often."
Coaches say Bush, at 6-foot-
3 and 252 pounds, has both
good speed and strength;
Donahue, at 6-3 and 251, is
valued for his speed and
blocking, while -Moon Pie"
Wilson is a powerful 6-5, 272
pounder.
The interior line also in-
cludes guards Dave Lapham,
at 6-4 and 258 pounds, and
three-year veteran Glenn
Bujnoch, 6-6 and 255, who is
starting ahead of Donahue.
When Lapham moves to
center, as he has while Bush is
out, rookie Barney Cotton, 6-6
and 261, takes over at right
guard. The biggest Bengal, 6-
5, 278-pound Max Montoya, is
listed as backup at both tackle
positions.
Bush said size and speed are
only the physical tools,
however, and it takes brains
and finesse to play modern
professional football.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING :300 at bats( Lynn.
Boston, .335. Downing, California. .333:
Rice, Boston, 329. Bochte, Seattle,
336, Brett, Kansas City, 325
RUNS Baylor, Calif onus. 0, Lynn,
Boston, 17, Rice, Boston, 17, Brett,
Kansas City, 17, Jones, Seattle. ft
RBI Baylor. California, 106, Rice,
Boston, 94. Lynn, Boston, 93: Kemp,
Detroit, 90, Singleton, Baltimore, 17
HITS Brett, Kansas City, 151, Rice.
Boston, 150, Bell. Texas, 147: Baylor.
California. 139, Lansford, California,
137. Smalley, Minnesota, 137
D04.113LFS Cooper, Milwaukee, 33.
Brett, Kansas City, 33, Lemon,
Chicago, 32, Bell, Texas, 32, Lynn,
Boston, 31
TRIPLES Brett, Kansas City, 14,
Molitor, Milwaukee, 10, Randolph, New
York, 9; Porter, Kansas City, 9, Wilson,
Kansas City, 9
HOME RUNS Lynn, Boston, 31,
Rice, Boston, X; Singleton, Baltimore.
29, Thomas, Milwaukee, V, Baylor.
California, X
STOLEN BASES Lenore, Detroit,
54; Wilson, Kansas City, 50, Bands.
Cleveland, n, Burnbry, Baltimore, X,
Crux Seattle. X.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (300 at bats:: Hernandez,
St Lows, 339: Templeton, St Louis,
.335; Winfield, San Diego 333; Brock, St
LOWS, 326; Horner, Atlanta, .325.
RUNS. Lopes. Las Angeles. 86, Sch-
midt, Philadelphia, 85, Hernandez, St
lauis, 85: Moreno, PIttsburgh. 64;
Templeton, St Louis, 81; Royster,
Atlanta, 81
RBI. Kingman, Chicago, 91; Sch-
midt, Phlladelphia, 88; Winfield. San
Diego, 88: Hernandez, St Louis, 83;
Clark, San Francisco, 79.
HITS: Templeton, St Louis, 159;
Garvey, Los Angeles, 154; Hernandez,
St Louis, 151, Wuifield, San Diego, 141;
Matthews, Atlanta, 146.
DOUBLES, Rose, Philadelphia, 34;
Hernandez, St Lows, 34; Cromartie,
Montreal, 32: Reitz. St Louis, 31;
Parker, Pittsburgh, 30.
TRIPLES: Templeton, St Louis, 13;
McBride, Philadelphia, 11. Moreno,
Pittsburgh, 10; Scott, St Louin
Dawson. Montreal, 9; Winfield, San
Diego, 9.
HOME RUNS: Kingman, Chicago.
39; Schmidt, Philadelphia. 39. Winfield,
San Diego, 26; Lopes, Los Angeles, 25;
Matthews, Atlanta, 23; Clark, San
Francisco, 23.
STOLEN BASES: Moreno, Pitt-
sburgh, 50: North, San Francisco, 49;
Taverns, New York, 34; Cabell,
Houston, 31; Scott, St Louis, 30; Cruz,
Houston, 30.
PITCHING (11 Decisions): Bibby,
Pittsburgh, 9-2, .818, 2.45; Ramo, Pitt-
sburgh, 9-3, .750, 2.36; Niekro, Houston,
16.6, .777, 3.12: Tidrow, Chicago, 8-3,
.727. 2.47; Littell, St Louis, 8-3, .727,
2.96; LaCoss, Cincinnati, 42-5_706, 2.86:
Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 9-4, .692, 3.72:
Seaver, Cincinnati, 11-5, .688, 3.=.
STRIKEOUTS: Richard, Houston,
216; Niekro. Atlanta, 142; Carlton,
Philadelphia, tn, Perry, San Diego,
129; Blyleven. Pittsburgh, 121.
By the Associated Press
JERICHO, N.Y. - As if
Judy Rankin did not have
enough to worry about as she
tried to snap a year-long
victory drought on the Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tour.
Snap it she did Monday by
successfully defending her
title in the $100,000 Classic
with a final round 70 that
meant a four-under 288 for the
72 holes, but not before having
to contend with members of
her family.
The final round was post-
poned Sunday by heavy rains.
For the 34-year old Rankin it
was a blessing in disguise. She
had dropped four strokes
behind rookie Beth Daniel
before the skies opened up to
wash out the round on the par
73, 6,460-yard Meadow Brook
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Aaseciaties
INDIKNAPOLIS PACERS -Signed Jun
hrtvacs, guard
PORTLAND TRAIL BIAZERS-Signed





Esposito, running back. Putt Choate,
linebacker, and Don Lukas, wide receiver.
On the injured reserve list Waived 'Dave
Partin, safety, Bruce Beekley and Stuart
Walter, linebackers, William Black, wide
receiver. Henry Bradley. safety. Eddie
Heath, defensive end. Kevin Hunt,
defensive back: William Miller and
Charlie Young. running backs
BUFFALO BILLS-Waived John
Leypoldt, place kicker. Rod Stewart,
running back, Russell Pope, cornerback,
tarry Willis, wide receiver, and Bob
Cameron, putter
CHICAGO BEARS-Waived Rick
Morrison and Dave Petzke, wide
receivers; Pete Kraker, quarterback. Jim
Snickerts, linebacker, Billy Todd. kicker,
and Bruce Gibson and Jim Rogers, run-
rung backs.
CINCINNATI BENGAIS-Waived Nick
lawery, place kicker. Jun Wilson, wide
receiver, and Gary McNeal, defensive
back Placed Ron Hunt, tackle, on the
reserve-did not report list
DALLAS COWBOYS-Waived Ton.
Lavender and Tom Flynn, defensive ,
hacks. Eli Marshall and Ed Preston, wide'
receivers; Walt Sullivan, defensive.
lineman, and Brette Simmons, linebacker.
GREEN BAY PACKERS-Waived Rich
McGeorge, tight end.
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Released
Ricky Davis, safety., and Rubin Mason.
linebacker. Placed Stan Rome, defensive
back, on the injured reserve.
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Waived
Floyd Rice, Forest Hancock and Ray
Burks, linebackers: David Hall, wide
receiver; Clark Cloy and John Sanders,
defensive backs: Bob Howard, defensive •
end; Rod Bellamy, defensive tackle
."` NEW YORK GIANTS-Waived Fred
Besana, quarterback; Larry Mallory, Ken
Randall and Maurice Tyler, defensive
backs. Bruin De Roo and Steve Davis, wide
receivers; Steve Mike-Mayer and Alin
-- Leavitt, place kickers; Steve Broussard,
punter; Tom Rusk, Dave Bower and Blake
Whitlatch, linebackers; Tim Gillespie and
Bill Feiffer, offensive guards; Robert.
Smith, running back, and Kyle Davis,
center, Placed Steve Spencer and Bryan
Niebuhr, defensive linemen, on the injured
reserve list. Acquired Mike Jones, running •
back, on waivers from the Washington
Redskins.
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS-Warved
Chuck Crist, safety; Danny Walker, Bob
Hukill and Everett Little, defensive
tackles; Duncan McColl, offensive guard:
Jack Steptoe, wide receiver: Mike Osborn.
linebacker; Kevin Shea, punterplace
kicker, and Chuck Butterfield, center.
Placed Ed Bradley and Bruce Ella,
linebackers, on the injured reserve list.
Listed Scott Bull, quarterback. as •
physically unable to perform.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS-Cut Tony
Hall, wide receiver; Jesse O'Neal,
defensive end; Anthony Young, safety,
and Louis Orlando, center.
As a result, Monday saw
Rankin and Daniel start play
deadlocked with Donna
C,aponi Young for the top spot.
Daniel, a 22-year old graduate
of Furman University, wound
up with a 72 and 290 for the
second-place check of $9,800.
Young was one spot behind
with a 74 and 292.
Rankin, in collecting
prize of $15,000, ran into all
kinds of distractions from her,
family before taking the •
course Monday. First of all,
her husband, Yippy, who
travels on tour with her and
their 10-year old son, Tuey,
said, sure hope you win
because I'm tired from having
to pack the car for a second
straight day."
During Thurman's Semi-
Annual Sale you can buy
this 3 piece all solid pine
bedroom for only
Dresser with hutch mir-
ror, 5 drawer chest and
reg. or queen size head-
board. Only 5 to sell.
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Wednesday State Fair Activities
LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP)
Here's a look at the activities
scheduled for Wednesday
Aug 15 at the Kentucky State
Fair,
7 30 p.m - Kentucky
Country Ham Breakfast. East
Hall B
Sam - 4-H and FEA beef
cattle market breeding.
Broadbent Arena.
8,30 a.m. - Swine and sheep
Judging, Swine and Sheep
Pavilion.
9 a.m.-1 p.m. - Kentucky
Farm Bureau Gospel Singing
Eliminations, Newmarket
4' Hall.
10 a.m. - 4-H tobacco
grading, West Hall.
12:30 p.m. -- World's
Championship Horse Show,
Coliseum: Puppet Man,
International, Year of Child
arca
1 p.m. - Pipe-smoking
contest, Tobacco Dept., West
Hall; swine and sheep
judging, Swine. and Sheep
2 p.m. Mary Pat Scott's
School of Dance, Newmarket
Hall: Buttons the Clown,
Military exhibit area, rooster-
crowing contest, Poultry
Dept., Dick and Anne Albin,
International Year of the
Child area; Air Force Band of
the Midwest from Chanute Air
Force Base, Front Circle.
3 p.m. - Puppet Man,
International Year of the
Child area: Juggernaut Jug
Band, West Courtyard
Gazebo: Puppet Man,









































































Answer to Monday's Puzzle
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Child area. Buttons the
Clown, Military- exhibit area.
3.30 p.m. - I.0 Ann Lear
School of Dance, Newmarket
Hall; Buttons the Clown,
International Year of the
Child area.
4 p m. - U.S. Navy Com-
mandants of Dixieland. West
Courtyard Gazebo.
430 p.m. - Ange Hum-
phrey Show, East Hall Stage
A.
5 pm. - Vella Darnell
Academy of Dance,
Newmarket Hall; teen rock
band, Midway Rock Stage:
Puppet Man, International
Year of the Child area; Old
Louisville Express bluegrass
band, West Courtyard Gazebo.
5:30 p.m. - Jim and Julie
Murphy Show. East Hall Stage
A: Buttons the Clown,
International Year of the
Child area.
6 p.m. - Dick and Anne
Albin, International Year of
the Child area; Buttons the
Clown. Military exhibit area;
Juggernaut Jug Band, West
Courtyard Gazebo; Air Force
Band of the Midwest from
Chanute Air Force Base,
Front Circle.
7 p.m. - U.S. Navy Corn-
mandants of Dixieland, West
Courtyard Gazebo.
7:30 p.m. -- World's
Championship Horse Show,
Coliseum, Ange Humphrey
Show, East. Hall Stage A.




Gazebo; gospel music shots.
Stadium Stage, $3 per person.
8:30 p.m. - Jim and Julie
Murphy Show, East Hall Stage
A.
9 p.m. - Old Louisville
Express bluegrass band, West
Courtyard Gazebo.
9:30 p.m. - Disco show,
East Courtyard.
Attractions Of State Fair
Take Some Getting Used To
LOUISVILLE, Ky. rAPt -
There are some things • in
America that take getting
used to: among them are the
attractions of a state fair.
The Traytel family from
Kiev. Russia, got a first-hand
look - and feel - of such
American pasttimes during
the weekend at the Kentdcky
State Fair. Max, 44, and Nata,
41, had never been to a fair in
Russia. Neither had their
children, Van, 18, and Larisa,
9.
The sights and sounds may
have been new to the Traytels,
but their enthusiasm and
spirit didn't differ from other
fairgoers.
Max and Yan stopped at
almost every game booth,
lured by operators offering
such enticements as -Ten
throws fora quarter."
For all his efforts, Max won
a small gold bear in a bowling
game, a prize he triumphantly
presented to his daughter.
And what's a fair without
cotton candy?
"It's too sweet," Larisa
said. Everyone agreed, but
continued to let the cottony
substance dissolve in their
mouths.
After viewing the com-
mercial aspects of the fair, the
Traytels and their hosts. Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Friedman of
Louisville, inspected the 4-H
exhibits of handmade arts and
crafts.
Thelc. were particularly
impressed by a room full of
baked goods.
After arriving in the United
States from a country where a
daily trip to the market is a
necessity, the Traytels said
they found the supermarkets
most astonishing.
Not in all of Russia did
.they see so much food," said
f Mrs. Friedman.
"Nata is a wonderful cook .
and food is love for the
Russians," she said, "I've
gained several pounds just by
visiting them." •
Larisa. stopping at a piano
display, sat down and began
playing the -Ukrainian Song"
to the smiles of onlookers. Her
brother became absbrbed in a
case, filled with rifles and
guns. Their father seemed to
enjoy everything about the
fair; but especially liked the
giasogurines.
The Traytels said they came
to America - after waiting
years for visas to leave
Russia.. After arriving in
Louisville last November, the
Trayetls, who are Jewish.
were aided by the Hebrew
Immigrant and Aid Society.
-Louisville has been more
receptive to immigrants than
any other city of this size in
the states," said Mrs.
Friedman. a volunteer at the
society.
Max, who was involved with
shipbuilding in Russia, is a
house painter. Nata, a
• medical assistant in Russia,
worirs at a chidren's nursery.
Althoughrthe Traytels spoke
no English before arriving in
America, they are learning
the language. And they had
little trouble expressing their
feelings about America.
"Everything is very nice,"
they said. -Very, very good."
John S. Carroll Named
Lexington Herald Editor
LEXINGTON. Ky. I AP) -
John S. Carroll. a former war
correspondent and the
Philadelphia Inquirer's
metropolitan editor for five
years, has been named editor
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of the Lexington Herald and
Sunday Herald-Leader.
Carroll, 37, succeeds Don
Mills, who resigned to become
press secretary for
Democratic gubernatorial
nominee John Y. Brown Jr.
His appointment, effective
Sept I. was announced
Monday by Creed Black,
chairman and publisher of
The Lexington Herald-Leader
Co.
"We welcome John Carroll
to Lexington," Black said.
"He comes with a
distinguished record as both
writer and editor and brings
with him a commitment to
excellence that I am confident
will serve the Herald and its
readers well,"
Mills said he also welcomed
Carroll, adding he was
making his resignation ef-
fective immediately "to avoid
the appearance of any kind of
conflict of interest in editorial
direction because of my new
position."
Mills' resignation was to
have been effective Aug. 31.
The Lexington Herald and
Philadelphia Inquirer both are
Knight-Ridder Group
newspapers.
During his tenure as
Inquirer metropolitan editor,
Carroll's staff won a number'
of national awards. including
Pulitzer Prizes in 1977 and
1978.
The 1977 Pulitzer was
presented for local in-
vestigative reporting of a
maximum security hospital
for the criminally insane. The
1978 award was the Pulitzer






Haverford College in 1963 and
joined the Baltimore Sun three
years later, serving as a
correspondent in Vietnam, the
Middle East and Washington.
He MIS a Nieman Fellow at
iieaid Ilniversity-in-197-1-72
and joined the Inquirer in
January 1973.
Carroll was night city editor
and city editor at the Inquirer
before being named
metropolitan editor.
Carroll and his wife,
Kathleen Louise, have two
daughters: Kathleen, 12, and
Margaret, 6. His father,
Wallace Carroll, now retired,
was editor and publisher of the
Winston-Salem I N.C. Journal
and Sentinel and Washington
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Hear Mon. and Tues-
day "Spiritual mean-








God is love Bible study.






, Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
Now open' North Hills Park
Minature Golf. Hours. I pm til
9 pm. 7 days a week. 3 miles
north of Paris on Highway 641 
Your invited to a free summer
film festival on Home Box Of-
fice Watch cable Channel 13
on the 15th



















Come On By or
Call 753-3315
z 
5. Lost and Found
Found One great white shark
May be seen on HBO during
August Call 753 5005 for
details
5. Lost and Found
LOST
Childs pet, Toy Fos Ter-
rier, block 2. white
spotted. Answers to
name of Bo Bo, strayed
from home in Coles
Campground rood and
041 North. Call 759-
4631 anytime.
6. Help Wanted
Babysitter for infant, must
have references. Call 753-7624
after 5 pm,
Captain D's is now accepting
applications for counter girls
and fry cooks Day and night
Apply Monday through





National twin now has opening
fort to work and TRAVEL in
U S most major cities and
beach resorSsi and return
Transportation furnished
Training program and ex-
pense dra.nng account fur-
nished Must be single, have
some high school and be able
to START IMMEDIATELY
For unniediate placement ap-
ply to Mr Porter Holiday Inn,
Wednesday Only, 10 a m til
12. 2 ul 4 No phone calls,
please Parent's welcome at
interview
Earn extra money. No invest-
ment Take orders for Lisa low
priced jewelry. For free
catalogs call toll free 1-800-
631-1258
Full time secretary short hand
necessary Send resume to P 0
Box 32£.Murray KY 42071
Homeworkers Earn WO
securing stuffing envelopes
Free details Reply Titan Box
94688 ZN Schaumberg IL
60194
Help wanted Experienced
painters, steady work For inter-
view call 153-0839 or after 6
pm call 753-5287
Janitor. Must be able to run
buffer, work late hours. Write
P.0 Box 322. Murray, KY.
Mechanic to operate two bays
of newly re-opened service sta-
tion Experience Commission
Hopkins Sycamore Service 9th
and Sycamore
Needed two waitresses, cook.
and dishwasher All daytime
work Applications wal be
taken at the Hungry Bear
Restaurant, Main Street. on
Tuesday and Wednesday,
August 14th and 15th, from 8
am til 1 pm We will be closed
but side door will be open
Bookkeeper Needed
melt he Ask to de pererell
sod psorterly fez reports,
'fel SAM Resew* tit P.0
Sea 322
Need responsible person to sit
with toddler in my home Mon
day through Friday, 8 til 3
beginning August 27 Call 753-
1779
Needed mechanic and clean
up man Good pay and good
benefits Only experienced
men need apply Kay-Mart Auto
Market 753-4626
Need one full time sales per-
son.free to travel Manage-
ment position within one year
Call Chuck at 753-4153
- Need 5 part time telephone
sales persons experience
helpful evening work, 6 til 9
pm. $2 90 per hour plus
bonus Call Chuck at 753-4153
Part time help wanted, day and
night shifts Apply at Bob's
Drivean, 810 Chestnut Street
Secretary position available im-
mediately Basic secretarial
skills including shorthand are
necessary Salary based on
qualifications Fringe benefits
provided Send resume to P 0
Box 32 0, Murray, KY 42071
Two experienced clean-up
men Must be experienced,
must have references Un-
qualifted people need not app-
ly Apply in person only at Mutt
& Jeff's Used Cars, South 3rd
St Extended
Wanted farm families in
terested in a top notch inapt
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273 
Wanted 2 delivery people, $3-
$5 per hour Must know area
well Call Chuck at 753-4153
Wanted experienced telephone
sales person 94, 5 days per
week, 2 weeks, $3 per hour
Call Chuck at 753-4153.
Wanted yard mowed Call 153-
6711.
9 Situation Wanted _ _
Wanted: farm families in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage. Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273
9. Situation Wanted
Do you have a child, yet want a
gob' Why not babysit in a
teacher's home and bring your
child alone Call 753-2379 
10. Bus. Opportunity 
Business opportunity
Restaurant tor sale, located on
North 16th Street across from
Murray State University cam
pus Fully equipped operation
complete with inventory
Owner selling for health
reasons Call Guy Spann Realty
753-7724
11. Instructions
Lyndia Cochran Dance Sti:dio
registration for dance and gym-
nastics. Call 753-4647
12. Insurance
Wanted farm families in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273 
14. Want To 
1967 Camaro door panels in
good shape Call 753-7393
Grandparents want to buy a
good portable crib and mat-
tress Call 753-7391 
15. Articles For Sale
For sale large sweet corn Call
753-4725 Floyd McKenzie
Used sailboat, 14' with trailer
Used piano $200 Call 753-
1202 
16. HomeTurnishings 
Bedroom suite, end tables, buf-
fet, recliner, antique cabinet
Call 753-8615




automatic washer. 8 piece din
ing room suite. over 50 years
old. in excellent condition,
chiffarobe, real nice, half bed.
couch. and other furniture
Phone 753-4494 or see at
1412 Dudley
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances The Odd Shop
642-8250 We buy, sell ane
trade 
22. Musical
Used console stereo $35 Corn
ponent sets $75 Also 19 inch
color t ir and one year old con
sole piano Clayton s-1 & B
Music 753-7575
Uprighl,p}apa, pt.dect for the




Guess who's coming for din-
ner? Jaws starts on HBO in
August. Don't miss the tree
HBO summer film festival
Wednesday. August 15th Call,
753-5005 for details 
Procratt bass boat, fully equip-
ped with 150 hp Black Mac
Mercury motor New 24' Star--
craft camper, self-contained,
used one time. 1977 Chevrolet
4-wheel drive pickup truck Any
reasonable offer will be ac-
cepted. Call between 7 and 5
753-6779.
26. TV-Radio
Maco 300 bilateral amatuer
linear worth $1 per watt, now
only $250 492-8834 
Pierce Simpson Bengal AM-
SSB. CB, base or mobile with
slider New was $449, now
5200. 492-8834.
Repossesed 25 inch color t.v.
Take up monthly payment War-
ranty I & 8 Music, 753-7575. 
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico.
New $150, now $75. 492-
8834
Wanted 100 used t v s b-w or
color Will give $50. $100, or
up to $200 on trade in for a
Magnavox touch tune t v Bring
It in at Clayton s-1 & B Music,
Dixieland Center, Murray, KY 
27. Mobile Home Sales
12x70. 1973 Citation. Located
Barkley Lake. For more infor-
mation call 753-6204
For sale by owner 1978 New
Moon trailer, 14x64, and 5
acres 2 bedrooms 2 baths.
electric heat and carpet
throughout Like new Can be
bought with or without land
Call 436-2232
1969. 1240, two bedroom
bath, large kitchen, some fur-
nishing Reasonable to in-
terested party. Calt-436-2517 •
28. Mob. Home Rents
1260 Three bedroom, l' bath,
new carpet, new furniture, cen-
tral heat and air, all like new.
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PUT IT IN THE
ZS. Heating-Cooling
Two floor type furnaces one
updraft furnace basement
type for sale Phone 753-3835 
30. Business Rental
Available immediately. 1.000
square feet in Southside Shop-
ping Center, next to Jim's Shoe
Outlet 753-6612
32. Apts.TOr Rent
Furnished one and three
bedroom apartments adjoining
college 1303 Chestnut 153-
8648
One bedroom partially furnish-
ed quiet near school $200 in-
cludes utilities Call 753-6639
after 5 pm
One bedroom furnished apart-
ment No pets Singles prefer-
-ed 121 North next to the
.airgrounds 753-3139
Vacant 2 apartments One 2
bedroom one 1 bedroom No
pets Call 753-8333 
Rooms for Rent
Room for rent, two blocks from
University. $65 00 per month
Utilities included Boys only.
Call 436-2411 or 753-4140 
34. Houses For Rent
Three bedroom, 2 bath
dishwasher, built-ins, den, liv-
ing room dining, all carpet,
gas heat Near Murray High
References and security
deposit required Call 159-
4531
Two bedroom. 10 miles nor-
thwest of Murray. couples or
with one child $80 per month.
753-3544
Three bedroom brick house
gas heat, in Murray High area
Will rent to family or 2 or more
college girls 759-4531 
TWO bedroom house for rent,
$165-per month. 753-3582







One hundred bales of straw.
$1 50 per bale 753-8555 
Produce your own meat supply.
Raise rabbits horn red white,"
and blue pedigreed stock
Breeding stock available from
show quality strain Call 753-
6843 Pleasant Grove Rabbitry.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Livestock tor sale or trace
goats, ponies, rabbits Call 436-
5411
38. Pets-Supplies 
Beginners obedience classes to
be started September 1, for 10
weeks at Paradise Kennels.
Must sign up in advance. Class
will be limited For more infor
motion call 753-4106 
41. Public Sale
Yard sale, Highway 15, 9 til 7
North 7th Extended, follow
signs Avon, suitcases, lamps.
racing sets, like new fall
dresses, clothes, dresser, lots
of odds and ends. 
43. Real Estate
Two bedroom, 2 bath mobile
home on nice lot This is a very
comfortable home remodeled
just recently Reduced to
$9500 Nelson Shroat Co., 759-
1707
Reduced $3000 - This nice 2
bedroom. 2 bath home with
beamed ceiling and fireplace
in living room Sitting on ap-
proximately 1 acre Has been
reduced to $19,000. Wood
siding exterior and more
Nelson Shroat Co. 759-1707.
Children need a big house! The
one we have just listed has
plenty of room for everyone. 5
bedrooms and 2 baths located
on quiet street. Priced in the
$30's.. Call for an
appointment .753 -
1492...Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors
Do you need a good highway
business location? Look no
more Our listing of property on
94 East about one mile from
town is on a heavily travelled
road with traffic to and from
the lake area Property consists
of about P acre with a building
with a large showroom, work
area, large outside display area,
good lighting and plenty of
parking area. Property is
suitable for auto sales and ser-
vice, furniture sales, marine
sales, etc If you are in need of
a good commercial property at
a reasonable price call John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. 1111
Sycamore St.. Murray. 753-










Nice country home located three miles from town
on Old Salem Road. Three bedrooms, large living
room, large single car garage with storage area,
central heat and air conditioning all on 34 acre lot.




1111 Sycamore Street, Murray, 753-
0101 or call Pam Rodgers at 753-
1
43. Real Estate
'ill I 1 III
School days are coming Invest
in money making duplex near
University Both apartments are
neat and clean Good income
opportunity for $36,500 Gail





903 Doran Road. Just
call for an ap-
pointment to see this 3
BR home that's on the
market for the first






heat & central electric
air. There's over 2,050




Another new listing - Located
on Highway 280 in Pottertown,
this nice home has 3
bedrooms, bath with tub and
shower. 10 closets, living room
with fireplace, large garden
spot new carpet upstairs,
garage, storm windows and sits
on just over an acre See at
$31,500 Nelson Shroat Co..
759-1707
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate










Eat in kitchen! For-











All Cactus in stock Thousands to select from.
Prices Start ot 1 Ot for,




Closed Swede, end Monday 901 712 3406
Hutchen's Plant Farm
located 6' 2 codes West of Hazel Ky turn west on State Line




NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00 PRICE SHAVE $1.75
F., saw, a N.. refs pewee mit 7S11.16115 nos egg le serene. Newry Peek Ser•666.
H.S. Jackson, Jr., P.S.C.
Announces The Association Of
David A. Eberle, M.D.
And The Formation Of
Urology Associates
At
300 South Eighth Street, Suite 107
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Practice Limited To Urology
Office Hours By Appoilitment
Telephone. (502) 75 3-9 240
Beginner's luck! Clean. extra
nice. 2 bedroom mobile home
located on tree shaded corner
lot or a perfect ending for
retirees! For more information
call 753-1492 offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Choice Waterfront, lake view
and small acre tracts near lake
at Hamlin. KY. about 10 miles
east of Murray. All have good
building sites. This property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and the balance
financed at less than bank
rates. We also have several lake
area homes for sale John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. 1111





At this neat three
bedroom brick on
Peggy Ann Drive. This
house has two baths,
large living room,
kitchen-den combina-
tion, 2 car garage with
electric door opener,
central heat and air,
fully equipped kitchen,
and lovely landscaped
yard. All this for only
$42,500. Don't miss this







property with fie business
potential Approximately 1800
square feet of usable space
Paved parking area Ideal for
restaurant, fast food. recrea-
tional business: etc Within
walkieg distance of University
Johri3t Neubauer, Realtor.
11-11 Sycamore Street, Murray.







For sale 1979 Yamaha XS-400.
very low mileage excellent
condition $1450 Will give 2
helmets Call 435-4203.
1975 Harley Davidson. fully
dressed, less than 10.000 ac-
tual miles. Phone 753-9472
after 5 pm.
1979 Yamaha Special 2100
miles $2100 Call 753-2671
1977 Yamaha 11-500 dirt bike
$625 Call 753-6451 days and
753-4443 after 5 pm
49. Used Cars
1976 Chrysler Cordoba, 400
lean burn, burns regular gas,
leather interior, 37.000 miles,
excellent gas mileage. as
wife's car). 492-8834.
1970 Chevrolet Impala, power
steering, powr brakes, and au.
Phone 753-4548 after 530
pm.
invited you to spend the 1977 Caprice Classic, 4-door,
aood junk food.'
warning you. Don't 
expect4powe.r. 
brakes, steering, air,
excellent condition. Call 753-
5m
automatic, AM-FM with tape,
BUYER BE AWARE
A very nice four
bedroom older home
in Kirksey. The living
room, dining room and
kitchen are "neat as a
pin." There is also a
full basement and a 40
x 50 block building
suitable for a clean-up
shop or garage. All
situated on a large lot.
This could be the liv-
ing and business com-
bination you've been
looking for. Low $40's.
Phone Kopperud Real-
ty, 753-1222 or come by
our conveniently
located office at 711
Main.
Reduce food cost' Plant a
garden in large back yard of
the 3 bedroom basement
home...1 acre m-I with small
barn for horse Call 753-







With The Friend's -rs,Q,'6 
30 tendable acres M/I..
West of Murray, neat 3
BR., home, elec. heat,
carpet, large famil),
rm., over 1,000 fron-
tage on 94 W. High
50's.
Near Kenlake Resort,
7 wooded acres off
Hwy. 94E., ideal
building site has 2 sep-
tic tanks, 2 trailer
hookups, 2 wells. Good
investment. Only
$7,900.
Choice lot 1101' x 150')
' in Kingswood Sub.Ili‘
Div., city water. Pric-
ed for rapid sale -
$5,200.
43. Real Estate
2 hdr., frame house
located in the city of
Murray, ideal for ren-







Just listed - A nice double wide
mobile home with 1500 square
foot. Sitting on 4 lots in Ken-
tucky Lake dev. This affords
quiet living near the lake. Wood
burning stove with plenty of
firewood already cut for winter,
central heat and air, nice
carpeting, and good deep well.




Four or five bedroom
home with 10 closets
and lots of room for
the large family. Love-
ly wooded lot on quiet
residential street.
Priced to sell fast in
the low $50's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for real service in
real estate.
44. Lots For Sale
Two tree shaded lots with 12 x
50 mobile home and garage.
Near Kentucky lake. $7500.
Call Guy Spann Realty, 73-
7724 
46. Homes For Sale
By owner 8I-2 acres with 3
bedroom brick home, 2 baths
central heat and air, near
Puryear. Will sell less than ap-
praised value. Call (901) 247-
3259.
47. Motorcycles
For sale: CB 360T, 1976, real
good condition, looks like new,
$750. Call 753-5677.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
FOR SALE
Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, stunt and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919






Floored and ready. Up to 12 i 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
a 60. Buy the best for less.
(10SiD MO* It s WOO
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
1971 Chevelle Malibu, 4-door,
350 automatic, power steering,
brakes, and air. Good condi-
tion. $550. 753-8124.
1975 Datsun B-210, radio, air.
one owner, 4-speed 420 South
8th St after 5 pm
1950 Ford Club Coupe for sale.
Good running car, good condi-
tion, $1250. Phone 753-1223
days.
1971 Ford LTD, fair condition,
cheap. Phone 759-4666.
1972 Ford Gran Torino, com-
plete engine, transmission, rear
end Needs front cap. $250.
After 6 pm phone 753-9759.
197.0 Ford Galaxy, best offer or
will swap for boat and motor
Phone 759-4509
1978 Pontiac Firebird, power
steering, brakes, and air, AM-
FM tape, cruise, excellent con-
dition 753-3643 or 759-4195 
50. Used Trucks
By Owner 1978 Beauville Van,
8 passenger, all power, tilt,
cruise, cloth captains chairs,
Michelien tires, low mileage.
Call after S pm, 753-6760.
1974 Dodge van All power,
cruise, an, fully customized in-
side and out, good sound
system, must see to appreciate.




Palomino Yearling Ice box,
sink, gas stove, gas furnace,
like new. $1500. Call after
4:30 pm 474-8866 
52. Boats and Motors
50 hp Johnson Superhorse
best offer. Phone 759-4509
FOR SALE
24' 1978 Flote Boat,
used only 4 hours, pur-
chased from Grayson
McClure Sept. 1, 1978.
Con be seen at Ken lake
Marina. Dockage paid
until May 1980. Selling
for health reasons.
r 4raoald W. ChurehM
1972 Model 25 HP Johnson
motor. Needs some minor car-
burator repair, Runs o.k. as is.
Askine $300. Phone 436-2443.
24 foot Pontoon, coast gaurd
equipped, 55 horse Johnson
outboard motor. 436-2367
after 6 pm 
53. Services Offered
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson 753-6763
or 753-4545
Will do plumbing, heating and
air conditioning, repairs and
remodeling around the home.
such as, painting, carpentry,
and concrete 753-2211 or
753-9600
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026
Willies interior and exterior
painting For free estimates
call 759-1867 
Hugh Outland roofing, ex-
cellent references Call 759-
1718 evenings 
House of Ole Expert furniture
stripping and refinishing 1-
527-7941 Open from 8-5 Free
pickup and delivery. 200 N
Main Benton Kr
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753-
2310. for free estimates
Ken's Lawnmower repair. 718




licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation will do plumbing
heating and air conditioning
Call 753-7203
Small Engine repair, efficient
mechanic on duty at all times
Contact Montgomery Ward
Catalog Store 753-1966
Additions, Repair work, cir-
culating fireplaces, roofing, in-
surance work. Call Murray
Remodeling. 753-5167.
Alcoa Aluminum siding and
trim Call after 6 pm 753-
1873. Jack Glover.
Backhoe Work and bulldozing
437-4533 after 8 pm, 354-
8161
Bushhogging Dtscing grading
preparing garden for planting
and yard work Call 753-6123
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding,, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Bailey's Carpet Cleaning We do
homes, offices, etc. We are ful-
ly insured and licensed. Low
rates. Quick and efficient ser-
vice. Call us for an appoint-
ment today and you won't be
sorry tomorrow. Randy and Pat
Bailey, owners. 753-0952.
Can't get those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry, pain-
ting, plumbing, aluminum
siding, patios, small concrete
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps. free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carpet and vinyl installed, free
estamates, 7 years experience
in this area. Call Bob Mills at
.192-8436 
Driveways and parking areas,
white rocked and graded. All
kinds pea gravel. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 pm.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-






Compare and save on chain
link fencing. Circle A Fencing.
753-8407_
Dog Grooming. All breeds. By
appointment. Pick up and
delivery. Connie Lampe. 436-
2510.
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
Will keep children in my home
after school. 2,30 til 5. $12.50
per week. Ages 5-10. 153-
5094.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
For your chain link fencing
needs contact Montgomery
Ward Free estimates 753-
1966
For your home alterations,
repair, and remodeling, also
new homes and commercial,
call 753-6123
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears





Will haul trash or any kind.-city
56. Free Column
Free Kittens to give away to
O r county Call 753-9685  good homes Housebroken and
Your trees could be silently suf- good mousers Call 436-5502
tering from insect attack and
or fungus disease A new
method of pesticide injection
to your trees can correct most Six Labrador Retriever puppies
of these problems easily and Call 436-2160 New Concord
quickly. Scientific and effec-
tive Call today, EPA certified
Kelley's Termite & Pest Con-
trol. Inc , 100 South 13th
Street. Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
experience in pest control.
Four kittens to be given away
Phone 753-5764
57. Wanted
Wanted farm families in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital




3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 15Qjocated at
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit-
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newly
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.
Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.
WE BRING PEOPLE HOME
Georgeouslakeview home. Everything goes with
this 3 BR, 2 bath home in Pine Bluff Shores.
Owner will leave all appliances including
microwave. Den has wet bar. Ideally located on 3
lots. Asking $57,500. Make an offer.
Preston Heights (next to Gatesboro). 3 Bedroom
2 bath home just a couple of years old. Best
feature of home is it's floorplan. Good sized
rooms with adequate storage. Central heat, air,
and fireplace. In the 540,000's.
4 Flex with attached 3 bedroom home. Good loca-
tion. An ideal way to have a home and let your
tenants pay for it. Call us to arrange %our next
money making investment.
Just a small home. . . 10 acres, 3 ponds, stock
barn, fenced. 3 bedrooms and bath. Central heat
and air. Not $40,000 or even $30,000. Only $22,400.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Roo Talent 753-9894
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-741 1 Anytime
OR
















PAGE 12 THE 91112RRAY, Ky., 





Clifford A. Miller of Lynn
Grove died at 2:45 a.m. today
at Baptist Memorial Hospital
in Memphis.
He was a salesman for D &
W Auto Supply and a member
of the Williams Chapel Church
of Christ.
He is survived by his wife,
Sylvia, of Lynn Grove; his
mother, Mrs. Murel Neal of
Murray; a daughter, Mrs.
James Debbie ) Housden of
Hazel; and two grandchildren,
Gaye and Jay Housden of
Hazel.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home has charge of the
arrangements which are




HARLAN, 'Ky. ( AP) — The
Republican candidate for
secretary of state said if he is
elected he plans personnel
cuts in the office. Rowe
Harper said in an interview he
would cut the payroll because
"they are overstaffed
grossly." Harper visited
Harlan County today and
plans to complete a tour this
week of the heavily
Republican 5th District.
The candidate said a
primary concern is to get
people involved in the election
process. He added he would
work to establish a no-cost
voluntary voter education
program with the superin-
tendent of schools.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas
API — Thick, gooey patches
of oil have begun washing
ashote on sections of Padre
Island. and scientist say more
muck from the world's largest
oil spill may hit hard-packed
sand today.
But authorities said Monday
the oil does not appear to
threaten the areas of the
beaches that draw millions of
dollars in tourists money, and
that it will be relatively easy
to clean.
HERSHEY, Pa. A15) —
Safe levels of radioactive air
will be vented into the at-
mosphere from the damaged
Three Mile Island reactor
containment building this fall




WASHINGTON IAP ) -
President Carter's chief in-
flation adviser is hoping
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, firrushed to the
Ledger & Times by First of Mulligan,




Amencan Motors  +
Ashland 364 -1
American Telephone 574 + 4
Bonanza 34B34A
Chrysler 84 -4
Ford Motor 42 •4
G.A.F. 10% unc
General Care 104 unc
General Dynamics  394 -,s
General Motors 58% -4




I .B.51 70 "4
J erica. 22-103 2:21sA
K Mart " 
Pennwalt 34% +








Stores, Warehouses, Manufacturing Plants,
Shops, Farm Buildings, Airplane Hangers or
whatever your need may be. The Most Ver-
satile Building ever developed, not a nut,
screw, bolt or fastener in the roof system.
Call 502-474-2718
For Free Estimate
7 Day Bldg. Systems










Wah Conic Breed and , Pr ,ce On 
10
Combirinbon Salad ' w.th Meol
I os,cle
Super Special For Kids
spaghetti and Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
incrwlcs As A
IMF RIMS DRINAs
You Can't Fat This Good






prompt the food 
industry to
make sure it is 
giving con-















prices have been 
going up


















Demand has been so great
that stockpiles of four record
crops — corn, soybeans, rice
and peanuts — could be
reduced by nearly 20 percent
by next summer, the depar-
tment's outlook and situation
board said Monday
INTERNATIONAL
NEW DELHI, India (AP) —
Unofficial press estimates of
the death toll in the Machu
River dam disaster ranged
from 10,000 to 25,000 today as
more monsoon rains ham-
pered relief efforts and the
search for bodies.
The town of Morvi and the
nearby villages of Lilapur and
Adepar were reported tut
hardest when the swollen
river flooded over one dam
and broke through another one
below it late Saturday in the
northwestern state of Gujarld.
BELFAST, Northern
Ireland (AP) — Northern
Ireland . marked the 10th an-
niversary today of the British
Army's intervention in the
province's Protestant-
Catholic warfare with new
threats of violence from the
guerrilla armies and no hopes
of peace.
The Ulster Defense
Association, biggest of the
province's Protestant para-
military organizations,
warned it will take up its guns
again if British troops do not
eliminate the Roman Catholic
guerrillas of the Irish
Republican Army.
Major Company Said Interested
In Building Fuel Plant In State
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP) —
A major American energy
company is said to be in-
terested in building and
operating a commercial
synthetic fuel plant in Ken-
tucky' if it is feasible to use
coal mined here.
A report on whether Ken-
tucky coal could be used in a
commercially proven syn-




MAYFIELD, Ky. ( AP ) —
The Mayfield City Council
voted Monday night to abolish
all long distance runs by the
city's ambulance service. The
council was told the service
operated by the fire depart-
ment was unable to meet
expenses because it had to pay
overtime on such rims.
Beginning Sept.1, patients
who require transfer to
Louisville or Memphis will
have to seek private am-
bulance service or, in
emergencies, rely on
helicopter service from Ft.
Campbell.
In other action, the council
voted to retain the 36 cent tax
rate on each $100 worth of
taxable property. This rate is
expected to bring in about
$500,000 or $67,000 more than a
year ago because of the
growth factor.
Livestock Market
LOL1SVILLE, Ky • AP - USDA
Estimated receipts for cattle and calves
:500-. slaughter steers and heifers not fully
tested: cows 2 00-3 OD higher compared to
Monday's laie advsnce. these were 4 Oil
5 00 fcr two days' trading, bulLs steady
with Monday's late advance of 1 00-2.00,
slaughter calves untested, sealers fully
steady, feeders 20(9340 higher. these
were 3.00-5.00 higher for two day's trading.
Slaughter steers a few chore 955465 lb
50.561 CO, good 910-1105 lb 54.75-5650:
slaughter heifers choice 804 lb 5000, good
and choice 880425 lb 53.20-57 25. slaughter
COWS commercial 45 50-48 00, utility 4600-
5329, cutter 45.00-5029. canner and cutter
under 800 lb 43 00-45 CIO: slaughter bulls
yield grade 1 1300 lb 61.50. several late
Monday up to 62.75. yield grade 1-2 1050-
1500 lb 56.00-6075. yield grade 2-3 54 00-
57 CO, slaughter calves and vealers chcace
140-255 lb yealers 81 00-85 00 selected high
choice up to 8900. slaughter calves =-
tested, feeder steers choice a few 120-400
lb 9400-9850. 450-500 lb 86 50-99 00. 500450
160 80-1550. mixed goo and choice 300-500
lb 0300.9400; 5013-705 lb 73 03-83 00, good
350-600 lb 65 0013 00. 600-1060 lb 57 50-
65 00 . heifers choice 350-460 lb 7480-7940.
550450 lb 67.00-74.50. muted good and
choice 300600 lb 65 00-73 00: good 400475 lb
80 0045 00 stock cows choice 700400 lb
indicating 34 years al age 535043 75; 750-
980 lb indicating 5-4 years of age 47,40-
54 00.
HORS 900. barrows and gilts steady to .25
lower: US 1-2200-940 lb 3725-37 50: US 2
200-250 lb 4870-37 25. 2-3 240-260 lb 8000-
36.73, sows 50-100 lower US 1-2300.373 lb
26 00-77 50, 275-475 lb 27 50-211.50 ; 475-05 lb
2850-29 70 with a few to 30.05, boars over
300 mostly 2$ 50-29.00
Sheep 25 untested early
the end of September, state
Energy Secretary David
Drake said Monday.
Drake declined to identify
the company because it is
engaged in discussions with
Sasol, a company that has
operated a commercial
synthetic fuel plant in South
Africa since World War II,
The Sasol plant reportedly
produces some 50,000 barrels
of fuel per day.
In an interview, Drake said
he doesn't think it would be
possible to build a coal
liquification facility that uses
the proven South African
technology without help from
Sasol.
He said he has been told that
Sasol officials will provide a
determination of plant
modifi6ations needed to run
Kentucky coal through the
process and a cost estimate in
about six weeks.
Using Kentucky, or Illinois
Basin, coal in the Saga con--
version process would be
more costly than using non-
caking Western coal, Drake
said. However, he said
Kentucky coal may still be in a
competitive position.
"We would be hopeful that if
the economic penalties are not
substantial, that the third
party would build a plant in
Kentucky," Drake said.
If the cost estimates for
modifying the Sasol plant to
run Kentucky coal make it
appear worthwhile, then the
state Energy Department is
prepared to have a "sub-
stantial run" of Kentucky coal
made at the plant, Drake said.
Drum And Bugle
Corps Finals To Be
Televised Here
The finals of the 1979 Drum
Corps International Cham-
pionships will be televised
from Birmingham, Ala., at
7:30 p.m. Saturday on
Cablevision Channel 9.
Several of the drum and
bugle corps wbich will par-
ticipate in the event per-
formed Wednesday night at
Roy Stewart Stadium in
Murray.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market Mews Service
August 14, 1779
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations




US 2 200-240 Ibis
US 2-3 240-250 lb.





US 1-3 500450 be
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars 21 00.24 00




















The Seamless, Monopthic Insulation System
Call 502-474-2718 For Free Fsrimrop,
7 Day Bldg. Systems
Box 304 A Rt. 3, Murray, Ky Murray b.
He said Kentucky might
have to ship from 10,000 to
15,000 tons of coal from
Kentucky to South Africa at an
estimated cost of $50 per ton or
from $500,000 to $750,000.
The state's investment
would be worthwhile, he said.
"If we had that data on our
coal we would be much further
along than anyone else
promoting coal for this
technology," he said.
The discussions apparently
stemmed from a meeting of
international businessmen at
the Kentucky Energy
Research Center here last
month hosted by Democratic
gubernatorial nominee John
Y. BrOwn Jr.
Meanwhile, a pilot plant is'
scheduled to open at Catlet-
tsburg next year to test a
patented process called H-
Coal that turns coal into clean,
liquid -fuel. The process in-
volves direct liquefaction of
coal.
Drake said Ashland Oil Co",
backers of the H-Coal process,
and the state Energy
Department are working on a
proposal for a commercial
plant using the H-Coal
process, but that the plant
could not be in operation
before 1985.
The South African plant, in
contrast to the one under
construction at Catlettsburg,
uses indirect liquefaction, by
which coal is converted togas,
and then into liquid.
Drake said Kentucky has
not spent research dollars on
indirect liquefaction in the
past because of higher costs
associated with the process
and questions of efficiency.
However, he cited three
factors which balance those
considerations: that the
proven South African
technology could be im-
plemented more quickly than
experimental technology; that
Sasol's 20 years of experience
could be used to foresee and
correct operating problems,
and that proposed federal
legislation should make the
price of synthetic fuels
competitive with raw fuels.
Even if the major energy
company decides to build a
synthetic fuel plant in Ken-
tucky, it probably wouldn't be




Bad News For Army
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Summer recruiting results,
usually the most productive of
the year, add up to bad 
news
for Army officials stru
ggling
to maintain an all-
volunteer
force.
A new accounting sh
ows
that the Army reached o
nly




Things improved a little
 in
early August, but Ar
my
recruiting still ran nearly 12
percent below expectations
.




Monday of a report 
that
disclosed the Army, 
Navy,
Marines and Air Force all fell
short in the April-J
une
quarter. Together, they
enrolled only 85 percent of
their composite goal of nea
rly
100,000 volunteers.
It was. the third cons
ecutive
three-month period in 
which
all the services 
reported a
recruiting deficit. This never
has happefletl since 
the draft
ended in January 1973.
Only two weeks ago
,
Defense Secretary Harold




tinuing to work adequate
ly."
Teens Can't Be Forced Into Gym
Classes Judge Says In Opinion
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) —
Two teen-age members of the
United Pentecostal Church
cannot be forced to violate
their religious beliefs and
attend coed gym classes
where other students wear
such "immodest" clothing as
gym shorts, a federal judge
has ruled.
U.S. District Court Judge J.
Waldo Ackerman ruled
Monday that required at-
tendance at such classes
would violate the con-
stitutional rights of the two
students.
Ackerman said a Stsic
belief of the church "is buil
members wear modest ap-
parel," and that such a
requirement "forces in-
teraction with members of the
opposite sex who are wearing
what the church considers)
Investigators Checking
Cause Of Roof Collapse
ROSEMONT, Ill. (AP) —
The partially built wooden
roof of The Rosemont Horizon
arena, within sight of busy
O'Hare International Airport,
lies like matchsticks over a
grid today as investigators try
to find out why the roof fell,
killing five workmen.
"We can reconstruct
everything here," said Eric
Mees, a design consultant on
the roof, "but lives are gone."
Mees, a design engineering
consultant on the roof, said
Monday's collapse did not
occur from too much weight.
But he did not rule out the
wind as a possible factor,
perhaps causing the partially
finished roof to act as a sail.
"All it takes is for one thing
to go wrong," he said.
"Anything you can think of
can happen."
Witnesses said the collapse
occurred shortly after a low-
flying plane roared overhead
on its way to O'Hare.
Fred Schroeder, an ar-
chitect with the firm of
Anthony R. Rossi, which
designed the arena, said. it was
"very wild and very
premature" to speculate
about whether the plane could
have triggered the collapse.
Federal Aviation
Administration spokesman
Neal Callahan said he had
never heard of airplane tur-
bulence causing any
destruction on the ground
although "large jets do give
off mini-tornadoes, as we call
them."
immodest attir'."
That, he said, "is a 
situation
which the First 
Amendment
cannot tolerate "
The ruling applies directly
only to the two students in 
the
case. But Ackerman said in
 an
interview that "the principle
would be applicable any
place" in the country 
in-
volving the United Pen-
tecostal Church, wnich has 
an
estimated 400,000 to 500
,000
members.
The suit was filed aga
inst
state and local school of
ficials
by William Moody, of Norm
al,
on behalf of his dau
ghter,
Debbie, and Wesley Ates, 
of
Bloomington, on behalf of hi
s
son, Thad.
At 3,281 feet, Venezuela's
Angel Waterfall is the highest
in the world. By comparison,
the highest drop at Niagara
Falls is 167 feet.













1 0 % on
All Shutters
Bedspreads & Wicker
Carpet Sale Through The Month of August
Great Buys
"Your Most Complete Decorating Center"
* Paint Of The Week *
Exterior Latex In 2 Gal.
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